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So cried they at the plow. Albions Rock frowned above
And the Great Voice of Eternity rolled above terrible in clouds
Saying Who will go forth for us! & Who shall we send before our face?
William Blake
Jerusalem, Chapter 3:
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S IF the waiter didn't know by now, she specified, "With cream. Two, on
the side. Don't dump it in yourself." She watched him turn and pat away. She
lit a cigarette, dragged hard. A man across the street, awaiting a bus, watched
her through the cafe glass. He was thinking she had a very dignified profile, a
competent profile. When she turned and caught his eyes with her own, he
moved his head quickly away. Now she could see his profile, but she didn't.
She saw instead a dead squirrel below the curb on which the man stood. It
upset her. She wondered if the man would step on it when he boarded the bus.
The bus pulled up. Her coffee came. She was distracted and the man was on
the bus. No one stepped off. She thought of checking the dead thing for a foot
print, but she never did.
She knew that she was approaching the top when she saw the inscription
"Tony loves Anna" blackly marked on one of the steps. The inscription remind
ed her feet that she was not far from her level. They moved faster. She pulled at
the rail, panting and silently cursing all the cigarettes she'd smoked.
Inside the apartment Bruce was lying on the bed naked. He was talking loud
ly into the telephone. The receiver was nestled between his shoulder and
cheek. She stood in the doorway watching him. Her shoulders moved up and
down, breathing hard Bruce heard her. He turned, gesturing for her to join
him.
"Right, right, Mike." he said. "I know that, Mike." He paused. "Right,
Wednesday. I can't make it Tuesday, Mike." She passed her hand over his
back, feeling the curve. "Okay. Mike, okay —but you do know better, man. I
am simply reminding you to ask me first next time. Okay? I'm serious, Mike.
Okay?" He put the receiver in its cradle roughly. It wiggled
"What are you serious about?" she asked Her hand slid on his skin.
Bruce sat up. "That pisses me," he said That really does piss me. Who does
he think he is? Fucker. Trying to do my job." He said all this very fast, raising
his voice intermittently Then, he relaxed his shoulders, feeling her hands on
his thighs. "Mmmm," he said.
She touched him. She whispered, "You're beautiful, Bruce."
He held her head with his hands and twisted the long hair round and round,
tangling it. He said, "Yes, yes," and licked the salt sweat from his upper lip.

"What's for dinner?"
She was curled, beside his warm body. Her eyes were closed; she had round
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white lids. "Ohh. I dunno," she said quietly, lazily. "I want to just lie here for a
minute, 'kay? I like lying here with you." Her cheek pressed his side.
He sighed. "Come on, Jean, baby, is there any hamburg in the house?"
She giggled. "It feels funny when you talk. My face vibrates. Say something,
Bruce."
Bruce sat up. "I'm gonna' make hamburgers —unless we have bread crumbs.
Then, III make meat loaf."
"With baked potatoes?" she asked. She opened her eyes to see him covering
up in a robe. She sighed and raised herself on one elbow. She looked at her
long body, still hidden in its clothes. "Hey, Bruce — " she called. "How was that?
I mean, I hope it was enjoyable for you.' He was in the kitchen with the radio
blaring, unable to hear her.
Bruce had spread the table and prepared the meal. He was proud of his
work. Jean told him her potato was over-done. "You should've cooked it in the
toaster oven. It works better in the toaster oven." Bruce told her, then, to shut
up and eat. Giggling, she picked up her fork.
Bruce said, "How was work, baby? Hey you don't mind if Cece and George
come over tonight do you? The Rangers are playing and Cece's vert, hold is
busted." He swallowed a large bite of meatloaf, dripping catsup.
She shrugged, lit a cigarette and flicked ash on her own aborted meal. "I guess
I don't mind—if you've already told them they could." She mouthed a ring of
smoke, watched its form contort.
"I told cm I would see if it was alright with you first." Bruce's voice rose in
tone. He was defensive; he was staring at the ashes in the baked potato on her
plate.
"Sure. It's alright with me. Cool it, Bruce. Sometimes I jus—"
He stood up, interrupting her leaning broadly across the table, he kissed
her. His robe sash tempted the candle flame, swinging closely. "I gotta be quick,
Jean, he said. "Here, hand me your plate. Would you buzz Cece while I
shower3" He slid the plates into the sink using a fork to shovel the leftovers into
the disposal.
Part II
Cece and George brought a case of beer and a few coupons from Mama
Rosellas for pizza, maybe later. Jean whispered in Bruce's ear as he lined the
cans up in the refrigerator, "Now, don't get too drunk, luvver."
1 never get too drunk," Bruce said, forgetting about whispering.
Jean said, "Hand me a beer, Bruce."
Cece was adjusting the color on the television set when Jean came into the
room. She noticed he had on jockey underpants as he leaned over and his shirt
rode up. Cece turned to her, "Jean, kis jersey should be baby blue."
"It's brown," Jean said.
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"It's not brown, it is baby blue. The color's just fucked."
"It looks brown to me." Jean smiled. "Brown like a chestnut.*'She lit a
cigarette.
"I wanted to do that." George said quietly. "I brought matches."
Ccce said, "Jeannie, fix the fucking set—come on. It's not supposed to look
like chestnuts, Jean."
"Bruce is better at the controls than I am," Jean said. "He's in the kitchen
still." She seated herself beside George on the couch. She said to him, "You can
light my next one, sweetheart."
Cece kicked the set angrily and, in the jolt, the brown became baby blue.
It was late. The Rangers had lost for the third time in a row and Bruce had
found some Bacardi after the beer ran out. They drank it on the rocks until
Cece suggested, peering into the refrigerator, they mix it with prune juice.
"No, we can't use the prune juice," Jean called to him, "that's for Brucc's
bowels." Everyone laughed and poured it into their glasses anyway.
Bruce was smoking Jean's cigarettes now. He had trouble inhaling. Jean was
trying to teach him. She leaned forward for the ash tray Bruce slid his hand up
her shift affectionately He was considering releasing one clasp of her bra, just
to tease her. Jean sat back abruptly on his hand, crushing his motive.
"So, Jean," Cece started, "weren't you looking to get a raise not long ago?"
His head was turned in Jean's direction, but his eyes were stumbling.
"/ was looking for the raise, Cece," Bruce said. "I got it, too."
"Where do you work anyway, Jean?" George's voice was thick.
She giggled. "I don't work, George. I sit and watch busses come in all day
long. See, I leave like I'm working and I come home like I've worked." She
swallowed long on her rum "But, I don't really work."
George laughed with her and Bruce said, "And I bet the bus driver pays the
bills!" He intended to produce laughter with his comment but everyone was
too busy trying to figure out what he meant to laugh
Jean drunkenly pulled off her clothes for bed She could hear Bruce in the
hallway saying good-night to Cece and George. "Shouldn't we help you clean
up some? Hell, we made a mess around here," said George.
"Jeanniell pick it all up tomorrow, heh Bruce?" Cece said. "Ya know, Bruce,
she's got nice tits. Nice hard tits. Sometimes I'd really like to feel a pair a tits
like that."
"Keep your hands to yourself, Cece," Bruce said.
Their voices became muffled Jean heard the door shut. A while later, when
Bruce was vomitting in the bathroom, she drifted into sleep.
Part III
It was raining with vigor outside It was a good day for reading. She bought a
magazine before she went in The waiter went for her coffee Wet droplets fell
from her hair, ruined the table of contents.
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The waiter said, upon delivery, "You're quite a regular here, aren't ya?" He
placed a cup in front of her.
She peered into the cup. A drop left her nose, made its own splash in the
cofTee. "It seems I'm not regular enough. You dumped the cream in. I take it
'on the side' always."
At her request, he brought another cup. "There ya' go. On-the-side." He was
cheerful.
She looked at him. She said, "Thank you," curtly.
The first bus rolled to a stop and three people got off. Her heart walked a
quicker step. She saw his hair was blonde. It was hard to see anything more,
the rain spat so fast. She left the cafe.
He was standing on the curb where the bus had dropped him. The rain was
punishing him. She smiled, approaching from behind. She remembered the
shoulders. She noticed new shoes. She said, "I missed you." Her arms circled his
thick waist and she added more moisture with her lips to the back of his neck.
I hen he turned and his face wasn't his face and he was abrupt and very em
barrassed and she said, "Oh, sorry," so slowly, "you're not Stephen."
I he waitor brought a second cup. "You got rained on all over again didn't
ya?"
"I had to get a pack of Camels," she told him clumsily. "If this place had a
machine I wouldn't be wet, again." There was so much water on her face, it
was hard to discern which was the salty stuff. The waiter heard the irritated
change in her voice and decided to leave her alone.
Part IV
Bruce woke her easily. His face breathed in her hair. "You're home early,
babe," he said. She giggled, feeling him. He said again, "Why are you home so
early, Jcannie?"
She rolled over, sleepily. "What time is it?" she asked. Her eyelids fluttered.
She rubbed them.
Five fifteen, Bruce said With some effort, he kicked off his shoes. They fell
on top of her underpants on the wood floor.
"Let's eat out tonight, Bruce."
"It's awful out, Jean."
"I know it is. I got soaked today My hair is still wet," she fingered her scalp,
"a little bit anyway. You know, I walked to work in this shit."
"I would've given you a ride," Bruce said, reaching for her affectionately.
She was still drowsy. She yawned as he touched her. He felt hurt and retrieved
his hand "I'd get there too early if you drove me. I don't have to be there til 10:00,
Bruce. 1 hat's two hours I'd have to wait." She pulled his hand back again. It made
her feel good and warm. She said, "Let's eat Chinese, mmm-"
"I hate Chink food, Jean "
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"No you don't. When I make that stir-n-rice stuff with the slippery peppers, you
eat it. It's the same thing, only real Chinese is better."
"If we have it delivered we can watch something on the set while we eat," Bruce
said, compromising.
He dialed the number and Jean said, "Don't forget to ask for fortune cookies."
The next day George came into the cafe. He was purchasing the coffee and
pastries for the office this week. She recognized his voice, honey thick, ordering at
the counter. She went into the ladies' room, smoked a Camel, and urinated. I^atcr
on she watched three busses stop. She drank coffee. Six people, altogether, Ijoardcd.
She smoked cigarettes. No one got off.
Bruce went to his parents' house in Massachusetts for the weekend. Jean dial
ed Lucy's number. Lucy said, "I'm busy, Jeannie. Plans. Oh, geez, I wish you
called sooner." She was painting her nails red, a deep red which claimed to look
wet when dry. "Eddie and I are going out to Dluca's. A dinner dance thing—a
newly-wed special." Lucy paused. "Jeannie how are you? God, I haven't talked
to you in ages. Since the wake. Doesn't it seem like it's been ages?"
"I'm fine," Jean said. She wanted to hang up. "I'm fine," she said again.
"Jean, are you making a new puzzle?" asked Lucy.
"What?" said Jean.
"Oh, Jeannie, you know, I mean are you picking up the pieces-making a
new puzzle of things."
Jean laughed sourly. She said, "No." She laughed some more.
"Oh, Jeannie," Lucy said, "death isn't easy. It's only been a month."
Jean said, "Lucy, I'm living with someone now."
"Oh," Lucy said quietly. "I guess that's good."

•i
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Two Poems by William Marchl
Whitsunday

I might have been drunk,
damp with the perspiration of a Sunday morning in June,
drunk as I labored to your door
and knocked, waiting for you to come.
You were lovely in your white dress
and I did my best, sick and shy,
to gasp breaths while you weren't looking,
the wet penny taste of vomit in my throat
as we walked, so close we might have touched.
I had left
on a day the bougainvillea spilled in sunlight,
gulls plucked mussels and dropped them
on the shore where you asked, "Do you love me?"
Hurt I had answered a question I couldn't understand.
In the pew I left you to pray
while I reeled in the corner of a stall,
crouched and dizzy, propped and slipping,
until the tongue of ammonia licked me
and the broken moon of my head turned the blood.
I might have been drunk
as I rushed back to tell you,
drunk as I knelt,
as in the moment after a dream:
How fair and pleasant you lobked there,
as the choir came in procession
and the anthem began. As you sang,
I reached up to stand, knowing the words.
You touched my hand.
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Ward Street

Alone we lay quiet in the afternoon's heat,
T wilight's sun casting shadows of trees
Across your bare legs, the limbs slender waving
A leaf at your knee.
Off the edge of the bed I rested my feet,
By a jade plant on the window seat where
Your new kitten chewed my shoestrings
And pawed at the air.
Beneath maples to your gabled third floor
We had walked quietly from the station,
Along rows of cool porched houses
And through the door:
You made dinner but I couldn't eat.
With dishes cleared we moved together,
Frail as waltzing spectres
Through the musty plaster heat.
You lay calm in my embrace.
The curtains danced while head to my heart
You watched, not saying a word.
You drifted as 1 watched last light
Slip away through leaded windows. Lulled
By your body, your breath that fell
Sweet, I closed my eyes
And joined you, in sleep.
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An Incident on a Baseball Field, 1887
Rcising, Charles
Deceased
approached the plate for Indiana,
swallowed and stood firm
in the box,
hitless.
A shot.
The first pitch spun forward
from the plate,
the smashed skin of the ball recoiling,
striking out at
all restraint. Set off third base,
Louis Rogers "Pete" Browning
B. July 17, 1858, Louisville, Ky.
D. Sept. 10, 1905, Louisville, Ky.
leaped
with his six foot frame and one hundred eighty pounds
and one batting crown
already secured in the air,
assured by the footing of twenty-five seasons,
which let him when he was
nine avoid stepping on a copperhead,
and three years in the
Big Leagues, which let him strike that snake
in the summer of sixty-seven
dead with a stick,
now stretching his hand upward,
above the stands, beyond
his hometown, and into the pages
of record books dog-eared by Little Leaguers,
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his fingers grasping the line
drive from the bat of the deceased,
yanking it short, the runner caught hanging
just feet from the box,
the bullet aimed at the fence
snared.
Nils Samuels

I
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Peter W. Loomis
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Losing a Brother at a Young Age
I have never
worn slippers,
not even the pair
I gave my brother,
before I could walk,
to wear as a shepherd
in a Christmas play.
I still have
a picture of him
standing backstage
holding my slippers
in one hand,
and a crooked pole
in the other,
with a crooked beard
imitating the one
he never grew.
1 imagine
the instant
the bulb flashed
and stung his eyes,
blinding him
for that moment
I want so hard
to remember.
Randal Tod Flynn Inman
\

II

Cafe
Joyce Holleran

EAH, I know Simms is a bastard. Even Simms knows it. The only one
who doesn't know it, or at least won't admit to it, is Mrs. Simms. But you can't
blame her; she thought she married for love. Besides, she had to live with this
man. While he could go off on his binges, losing himself in a drunken stupor,
she couldn't escape him. He always came home, staggering up the stairs to their
tiny apartment, cursing the day he married her.
I never did wonder about why they stayed together, though. These kind of
relationships were all I'd ever seen. My folks split up when I was younger. My
mama cried so much I couldn't feel sorry for her. I left her as soon as I was old
enough to drop out of school. I traveled around a bit, hitching rides till I ended
up here. I'm not sure why I've stayed. No, I know why ,., Soon as I got here I
got a job working for that bastard, Simms. Maybe I should be grateful for his
giving me a reason to get up in the morning. Maybe.
I'll never forget what happened a few months ago. I was sitting in one of the
booths sneaking a cigarette, just trying to kill time, seeing as how there were no
customers. There never were any either: I got hooked on smoking within a
week. I should tell you, this place is a real dive; a cheap little coffee-shop — he
calls it a "cafe"—in the worst corner of the city, or at least that I'd seen. Not
even the so<alled low-lifes hung out here 'cause the soup kitchen down the
way made better coffee. Simms knew that but he wouldn't change. It's like he
didn't want the people coming around. He was so lazy. All he ever wanted to
do was to stop and get away —he and the Mrs. lived right above the place—but
without ever having to do something ambitious like really leaving. The only
thing he did well was swallow down that rum. We got into this kind of game
where he pretended I didn't stink of smoke —Simms hated women who
smoked —and I acted like the smell of booze wasn't on his lips. This got kind of
silly when he tried to kiss me. Seems silly, but every day the bastard made the
moves on me. I worked for slime. Yet I've never really thought about finding
another job. There's no sense in that; slime is everywhere. And, well, I hate to
admit it, but a voice inside of me kept telling me I didn't deserve any better
after my having left Mama, too. Now she was all alone. Another part of me,
though, prided itself on my keeping my wits about me in such a place. I felt this
weird sort of. . . power, I guess, in being attractive to this deadbeat. It was the
only time he showed some real life. And it was like I was the only one who
could turn him on or off. 'Course, every day I told him no. But I had to keep
open the possibility of yes.
This one day I've been sort of talking about, there was something definitely
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besides a heavy downpour in the air. Simms was grumbling about the Mrs. be
ing sick and how it was all her fault. I was feeling a bit moody myself; my
thoughts were swinging wide and low, sort of deep even, but so silly. It was
like, if I was such a turn on for this guy, then why'd he take no for an answer
so easily? It was scary to think that he might be playing with me. I mean, if all it
took was a simple shove, and this guy, though not real strong, was built kinda
big . . . Anyhow, I had nearly smoked my pack for the day already and it
wasn't even close to lunch-time yet. As usual, there'd been no customers to in
terrupt my thinking. Sitting there in the booth next to the window, smoking
and watching the rain, I saw men outside scuffle by in their rags. They never
looked up. I wanted to bang on the window to get them to notice me. But
somehow I couldn't do it.
The unfamiliar ring of the cash register brought me back into myself. I looked
up; Simms just smirked. Then he walked out, sounding the bell on the door
like he did everyday when he left for the liquor store down the street. Amazing
that such a shit section of the city could have all these liquor stores. Sure they
got robbed; but like the drunks they all survived. Kind of like what you hear
about the cockroaches after the bomb.
Anyhow, Simms came back like an ol' stray dog Mama used to have, dnpping
with excitement, and not seeming to care who he got wet while shaking out his
coat. And always so hungry for warmth and affection. I guess I noticed when
he turned the sign on the door around. But all I remember thinking was that
they oughtta close this place permanently anyways. And I guess I noticed that
he bought two bottles instead of one. That old saying about "one drink to
ready get; later, another drink to forget" ran through my head. But I only
thought that the Mrs might be in for a sick-call or something. All this I noticed,
but not really. That's why I'll say that his heavy hand grabbing at my shoulder
caught me by surprise. It sent something through me A thought struck me as I
put down my unfinished cigarette; I'd never felt so lonely in all my life. It was
like I was unfinished and burning. I had to be burning for someone: I didn't
know about love. He oozed into the booth. Pretending to be surprised at see
ing my cigarette, he pulled back for a sec. I almost felt disappointed. Even then
I felt it. But it was only after I fell onto the floor under him that I realized how
far I had fallen All that talk of life and power-1 had it all wrong. I learned. 1
am, I am here. I'm.not leaving. Besides, they need me.

1
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Three Poems By Alan Shavzin
Mr. Sbavztn graduated magna cum laude with btgb honors tn philosophy from Kenyon College in 1956. He is Pbi Beta Kappa. He returned to the college after serving five
years as an instructor of philosophy at the University of Kentucky. He also taught
pbilosopb at Kenyan College The winner of a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, Sbavztn
studied bis subject at the Sorbonne, Pans, as a French Government Fellow He was also a
Yale University Fellow.
While at Kenyon be was co-editor of the campus newspaper. The Collegian, and of
Hika. Following the award of bu master's degree by Yale, Sbavztn edited and published
Penny Poems, a magazine selected in 1961 for a grant from the Bollinger Foundation
After leaving Kenyon as an instructor, Sbavztn was an instructor of philosophy and
the humanities at the University of Montana He also was an instructor of English and
literature at the University of Cincinnati
Mr. Sbavztn suffered a stroke tn 1977. Since 1978, be has been a resident at
Beecbwood Home, 2140 Pogue Avenue. Cincinnati, Ohio 45208

Odd Man Out
Odd man, the shoulder
hung the Dublin night
and bled your guilt against the snow,
The flowing streets sucked at your legs,
scarf would not warm your wound
nor any man draw you beneath his shawl
and ward away the black birds of the king.
Son of black Ireland
wrenching toward her birth,
and your flesh falling silver in our hands—
tell us the worlds that ran thorns through your eyes,
what the snow was that clotted on your lips
at the cold kiss . . .
The girls on skates
did they cry at your mask?
Did God paint you Saint Francis while he stared?
Give us your scream,
breathe into us the struggle—the purity,
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the hard-by death, furious! The giant thuds
that rocked you, telling, telling
End, the End
Oh
did your Irish earth die down your sleeve
and the bandages blow lamps out in the cold?
And when the iron soldiers came
why did your death come flowers from the mouth,
come kisses from your love,
and not from them?
December 25, 1958

Cincinnati

Alan Shavzin

La Lambretta Primavera
The Lambretta Spring.
grey panther
your butterfeet bloom
blue tracks on shoal roads,
the pure sunrises bled underfoot
blazoning flash you are aftermath
thunder down yellow wood ravines of cloud.
sleek paws silver new rain
breakfast, the waters loom
ripe underpaws, the green shore of toads
your volume rolls between and dogs
break hearts shear claws to race your gorgeous moans
your tail cool shape his soft
eye angerer.
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beast of the air ploughed
the fat sun loft
splatter torrid day laid zones
trees swung by vineroot
toward fresh kill, jealousy frogs
echo your legs in vain
they watch the animal's long green path.
This swagger cat, your vast grey flight you sing.
April 25. 1960

Yale

Sacramento Summer '67
The tariff-maker bends
testing his clock
he scrapes the last day off
and in a timeless movement
picks his nose
Don't bother to wrap it, Miss
I'll wear it home
he says
putting on the nose
it is gold and pink
with one nostril
the old nose is wrapped in wool
crooked and dangerous
it smells for the last time
oregano
kleenex
vengeance
itself smelling

Alan Shavzin
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joins
in the disposal
other garbage
is welcomed by the sewer-lady
in a kind of general welcome
for everything
("I hope you all will feel at home
in the netherworld"
she welcomes tactfully and
"We in Sacramento live a charmed life"
with lively understatement)
Meanwhile on the hibachi
enchilladas are being undone
and the flax groans on the stalk
"When is the weaver coming,
when will he come?"
The weaver comes.
He takes out his loom and plays
"The Harp That Once Through Tara's Balls"
(Tara shifts uneasily in his chair
he drools on the treadle)
Children play with their tumors on the street
the Mexican Ice Cream Man
is buying some Mexican ice cream
"more peppers, por favor"
he licks the ice cream into
a wierd form
The Sacramento Policeman's Mariachi Band
moves clumsily down the street
the fuzz are playing the song
of the Peat Bog Soldiers
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the banderillos stab two policemen
Min the name of an"
The children of the house bring me their tumors
sill iling in their hands
Get the hell out of here
I tell them fondly
remembenng my own childhood
my own tumors
in those days
we knew how to live
Fagan and all the guys
braiding their raven hair
and watching the sun rise
one-eyed
out of the river
They are all gone now,
Fagan
and the river
and we are left with tacos and eggplant
with corn and white milk
with grass and oatmeal
moo goo gai pan
the green sky
and the memory of rain.

July 28. 1967

Sacramento

Alan Shavzin
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Robb Forman Dew: An Interview
Robb Forman Dew published her first book, DaJc Loves Sophie to Death, in
1981. It won The American Book Award the next year. She has published
widely, including stories m The Southern Review, The Virginia Quarterly,
The New Yorker, and elsewhere. Raised in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, she is
the granddaughter of John Crowe Ransom, the god-daughter oj Robert Penn
Warren, and she now lives with ber husband and their two sons in New
England.
Robb Dew bos put finished ber second book, The Lime of Her Life, which
will be published by Morrow, and the first chapter of which will appear this
summer in The New Yorker.
Originally this interview was scheduled to take place in Gambler, but com
plications in teaching at the Iowa Writer's Workshop prevented ber coming,
therefore, we decided to do the interview through the mail. I have never met
Robb Dew, but I have spoken with ber many times over the phone. Always she
is friendly, witty, and never is she at a loss for the right words. Her voice bears
still the quality of the South.
J FN
HIKA

When did you know you wanted to lie a writer?
DEW

I think I knew I wanted to be a writer as soon as I understood that people
wrote books, that books just didn't exist. I started writing when I was about
nine or ten. They were terrible stories about a secretary named Barbara. Most
ly they were about what she wore. But wanting to be a writer and wanting to
write are two different things. I wanted to be a writer for an awfully long time.
I don't think I wanted to write until I was about 21 or 22.
HIKA

Was there a lot of writing going on in your home? In other words, was your
family atmosphere a big influence in the occupation you've chosen for yourself?
DEW

Well, there are several components of this answer. My father was a
neurosurgeon. My mother was very talented at all sorts of things. I think the
influence of my family was that everybody read books, we always read books.
My mother did something which I now do with my children. She would be
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upset if we weren't reading I don't mean at every moment, but she would be
upset with us as she would be upset with her friends who said they didn't have
time to read. She thought that was a ridiculous excuse for not reading. It was
baffling to her, and now it is baffling to me.
I do think the greatest influence of my family was that everyone read and
that writers were greatly respected But I don't think that led me to choose the
occupation of writing. 1 don't think one can choose to write. For one thing it
doesn't pay. And for another if you can't do it, choosing to do it won't do you
any good. It's something you find out you can do, and then you go ahead and
do it. That part takes will-power. Writing is not a great deal of fun.
HIKA

Your grandfather was John Crowe Ransom. Does his stature influence you
in any way? Does his presence make you more cautious or for that matter
more free than you would be otherwise?
DEW

I think when I first began writing the idea of my grandfather made me very
cautious. It was not that he ever would have been unkind about anything I
wrote; he would have been honest, but not unkind. It was that people expected
me to be able to write. That's very frightening because perhaps one would find
one couldn't write. I've found, though, more and more, particularly in the East
that my grandfather simply isn't known that well any longer. That's not so true
in the South however. There I probably would have found it more difficult.
His name did open some doors for me; I first published in Southern Review.
Being my grandfather's granddaughter at least got them to read my work. It did
not get me published.
Still, I think having my grandfather be a successful writer has made me a bet
ter writer in that I take a greater care with my writing than perhaps I would
have. Having someone like him in your past breeds a perfection that could be
paralyzing, but I have not found that it has been for me.
HIKA

Were you able to participate in the literary environment of your grand
father?
DEW I

I don't remember it very well. I remember my senior year in high school
which I spent with my grandparents in Gambier. I remember being very ex
cited to meet people like Robert Lowell and I remember, of course, there
always being a conversation about these writers. The conversation was not
about their writing, it was about their lives. In a way this made me want to be a
writer rather than making me want to write. My grandfather's environment
was a pretty heavy atmosphere and yet he was such a domestic man that he
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had a life as opposed to only being a writer. That isn't always true for writers.
It's not true for a great many people. It was so with him. So I don't think it was
an overwhelming environment at all. It was certainly interesting.
HIKA

How did you view Kenyon students when you were young in Gambier? Did
you like them?
DEW

Well, of course, I liked them very much. The year I lived at my grandparents'
I was sixteen and there were all these young men. It was an all male-college
then. I thought they were incredibly sophisticated. In fact, now that I look
back on it I realize we were all horribly young and unsophisticated. They were
very touching Several of them, when drunk, would feel compelled to come tell
me exactly where in his life my grandfather had gone wrong. That was ir
ritating. Basically I liked Kenyon students very much as I liked Kenyon Col
lege I think the school is very beautiful.
HIKA

You yourself began college at Louisiana State but you did not stay long.
What was it about college that drove you to leave?
DEW

I'm afraid my leaving didn't have much at all to do with anything very highminded. I was simply more interested at that time in being dramatic and
romantic. I wanted to go live in New Orleans in the French Quarter which I
did for about six months. I worked for the Shell Oil Company as a file
clerk-something I was dismally suited for. I could not and I still can't
alphabetize. But there was nothing more romantic for me than living in New
Orleans; in fact, that city still fascinates me. I love New Orleans. I left college
because I wanted my life to start; I didn't want to be learning anything. I'm
very sorry about that now. There are many things which I wish I knew that I
don't know. It really wasn't an intellectual decision to leave college. Then I got
married when I was twenty.
HIKA

Do you think that studying under a formal system stifles the imagination?
DEW

No, absolutely not. I think that it is, on the contrary, very invigorating. The
imagination isn't something which can be stifled, and any knowledge only gives
one more to work with. I wish I had had a better education. I don't think LSU
was the place for me although a diligent person can get an extraordinary educa-
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tion there. When I look at the students at Williams College (where my hus
band teaches) I'm astounded at what they're offered. It's hard work, but I think
they are extremely lucky to be able to have an education like that. It's a very
careful, considered, personal education. I don't think there is anything that can
make up for that.
HIKA

In terms of teaching or for that matter reading the novel do you think the
academic approach is a good way to do justice to the novel?
DEW

I don't think there's ever a question of doing justice to a novel. A reader's on
ly responsibility toward the novel is to read it. I find it very tedious to sit
around and talk about the meaning of a novel unless it is with a close friend I
don't really think it matters. I've found with teaching in the classroom there is a
tendency to become very reductive. As readers we nit-pick. And as far as I'm
concerned, if you lose the generosity of vision in reading then you've lost the
ability to enjoy it. I think that's a great loss.
I find that in writing it's almost impossible to sustain the pleasure of reading
because as soon as you've become a writer you begin to look for technique and
tricks. I think that hurts novels; no, it hurts the reader. It doesn't hurt the
novel But it's just a shame. I've lost my innocence as a reader. I think all writers
do.
HIKA

In a conversation I had with you last summer you said the East Coast crowd
bored you with their constant search for meaning in literature. Would you ex
plain what you meant by this?
DEW

I've forgotten what I meant by this, and now that I'm sitting in Iowa I don't
think it's particularly an East Coast problem. Perhaps it's an academic ap
proach. I think that the answer is encompassed in my last answer. I just find
that looking for meaning is a tedious way to approach a novel. It's not exciting
any longer. I also think that a great deal of meaning is attributed to novels that
probably was not intended by the author. I know that in my own case people
will often point out metaphors and the like which I didn't even know existed.
In fact, the title Dale Loves Sophie To Death has been commented on a great
deal; one critic said he thought it was a wonderful title because it contrasted the
heavy emotional passionate feeling and love of adolescence with the enduring
domestic love in a marriage. I thought that was a wonderful idea, but it, unfor
tunately, was not my idea. It simply was painted on a bridge near Kenyon, and I
managed to fit it in. I never intend metaphor, ever. I'm always astounded when
people find it. It might be there, but looking for meaning is in a way going at a
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cross-purpose for the author. If you have to look for it and if you don't get it,
then it is probable that the author has missed something.
H1KA

What, then, do you think of criticism? Should it play any role in the writer's
work?
DEW

It shouldn't play any role in a writer's work, and in an ideal world it
wouldn't. I know that friends of mine who have been criticized very harshly
write their next book in a state of fear. I've never seen it do any good; I've
never seen terrible, negative criticism help anyone. I have found some of the
critics who wrote about Dale Loves Sopbte To Death wanted me to hurry along.
They said they got tired of the writing. That was helpful. It did make me angry
for about three days, but then I looked at the book and thought they might be
right. I saw what I had done when I was stretching things. But really I'd hope
that every writer would take criticism very lightly. The only criticism that's
valid is from a critic you respect. And that's usually someone you know. Usually
there are a few people whose opinion means a great deal; in that way criticism
is important. If you are talking about criticism in the way The Fugitives were
critics, they were important to each other, I'm sure.
HIKA

Are you your own severest critic?
DEW

Yes. I never let anything go until I think that it is utterly protected, but of
course it isn't always. I'm pretty hard on myself.
HIKA

Do you ask anyone in particular, or anyone at, all to read your work while
you are still in the process of writing it?
DEW

I do. 1 have four readers whom I count on to find out if I achieve what I in
tend to achieve, if I have been clear with what I intended, and if the idea I am
working with has in fact reached the reader. I sort of take a poll. If three out of
the four readers do not understand my point, then I've missed somewhere
along the line. I then have to figure out where I've missed. I think .though, that
as I become more and more experienced I'm less and less frightened. These
readers are still very important to me, but not as important as with my first
book.
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HIKA

A friend of mine who writes fiction says she tries to conquer people she
knows through her writing It is her way of keeping her stories real. Do you
feel this way at all?
DEW

No, 1 don't feel that way. I understand the feeling, but I don't feel it. I think
that is the point of view of the storyteller—which I wish I could be, but what I
am is a person who investigates character. I suppose that comes under the
heading of novels of sensibility. But I do not even know the people in my book
until I have made them; they are not real people. Even if I intend them to be
they slip away and become amalgams They become their own people. That's
why when you hear a writer saying that the novel takes off of its own accord,
what he really means is that his people have become whole. At least I'm con
vinced that's what he means. When this happens the writer's responsibility is to
serve those characters well, to serve them with integrity. The responsibility is
to not work out the characters' lives in the easy way, but to have them do ex
actly what they would do. That comes from your own knowledge of them; it's
a knowledge drawn from all parts of one's sensibility.
HIKA

Are your characters mostly imaginary? In other words, how much of writing
do you think is pure invention?
DEW

All good writing is invention. Otherwise it will miss every time, it will not in
volve the reader None of my people are real people My mother said a
fascinating thing to me when I called her to assure her that in Dale Loves Sophie
To Death she was not Polly Briggs. She wasn't. I said,"Mother, I haven't written
about you " She said, "Well of course you haven't You couldn't have even if
you wanted to. You only know me as your mother." This, of course, is ab
solutely true-astonished though I was to find that she saw herself in any way
other than just being my mother. She is absolutely right. You can only know a
person from your own perspective. I always try to get an almost threedimensional view of my characters. I never know if they are good or bad peo
ple; I m not-a judgmental writer. It's never my intention to render judgment.
, HIKA

Do you think that a vivid imagination is one of the most important tools a
writer can have?
DEW

I never think of people as having a vivid imagination or at least not after
they're past the age of about four years old. Imagination is a strange word
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because you cannot imagine something you do not have some experience of.
You can take bits and pieces from here and there and then turn it into a scene. I
think that a writer has to have a very strong visual sense; a writer has to be able
to turn a picture into words that will then make a picture in the reader's mind's
eye. Otherwise an imagination is something for tale-tellers I think and not for
fiction writers. Maybe a good imagination would be handy for writing detec
tive stories. I think that an imagination is just pan of one's personality; I don't
think people either do or don't have a good imagination.
HIKA

Do you feel any autobiographical impulse in the writing of novels?
DEW

Not consciously, though I suppose every writer uses elements of his or her
own life. You cannot do otherwise. You have to use elements of your own life
in order to make stories —it's all you have to work with. Those are the tools of
the writer; it's not imagination. What you do then is find a way to bind those
bits and pieces together into a clean and separate story that is not
autobiographical. Autobiography is the enemy of good fiction. It docs not
make good fiction. One of the classes I am teaching this semester (at the Iowa
Writer's Workshop) is entitled Telling the Truth." I'm teaching several
autobiographies and several first novels which tend to be based more on the
writer's life than their subsequent novels. We are discovering in the class that
the fiction is ruined when the writer slips into autobiography. So, whereas the
impulse, the therapeutic impulse, might be to order the universe, to try to find
out how it is by writing it down, it will not work as fiction if it does not go
through a change, if it docs not transmogrify into its own story.
HIKA

What kinds of problems did you encounter in the writing of Dale Loves
Sophie To Death? How did you overcome them?
DEW

My main problem in writing that book was in understanding that I was
writing a novel. That was quite terrifying. It's almost impossible to do. If you
look at that book, you'll notice that each chapter has its own title. Up until
chapter five I had convinced myself that I was simply writing a collection of
short stories. Then I knew I wasn't; I couldn't pretend any longer But by that
time I had at least a third of the book done. You just have to overcome those
problems by ignoring them: fear was the main problem.
HIKA

Did you face any difficulties in the writing of your new book that were
different from the ones in Dale Loves Sophie?
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It was easier to believe in myself the second time around It's a more am
bitious book. It's tighter. It's better. I understand more about writing now than
I used to. It's not a happier book, but it is better. It's always hard, though, to
write any book; you want to be sure you've got it just right. Getting through
the first one and understanding that you're a novelist is the main problem and I
had done that.
HIKA

What is your new book about?
DEW

The new book is also about a family. In fact, a family will probably always be
my subject. In this case it's about a marriage where there is a tremendous obses
sion between the husband and wife. They have a child whom they love, but
they are a friend to this child more than they are parents. It's a marriage
perhaps that shouldn't last. The book concerns various things: depression with
the little girl, the possibility of suicide. But, in fact, books aren't about things. I
don't believe any book is about something. If it is, it's generally a bad book if it's
fiction. It's many elements made up to represent life led in a certain way.
HIKA

Do you think a writer's problems change with his or her development as an
artist?
DEW

Probably they change a little bit. For one thing a writer begins to understand
that he or she has to believe that he or she is an artist. Perhaps, though I haven't
reached this point yet, it may be that one eventually runs out of material. I
don't know. I don't foresee that. Human relationships are so complex that
there seems to me to be plenty to write about. I think as you become more and
more conscious of craft there is a danger of becoming self-conscious although I
haven't reached that stage either. I'm thinking now of other writers, Hem
ingway, for example, that did become self-conscious. I think it depends on the
writer whether or not his or her problems change with his or her development.
HIKA

Do you like the act of writing or do you find it difficult?
DEW

I both like it and find it difficult. There are wonderful days when it goes very
well, and there arc terrible tedious days when it's exhausting. It's nothing that
you choose to do. It's something you can do and so you do it. There's not
much choice about it. Of course I like writing. Even more, I like having writ-
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ten. A friend of mine and I were talking and we were wondering why in the
world we do this. It seems you achieve only two days of happiness: the two
days after you have finished the book and mailed it off to the publisher. Then
you're stuck in self-doubt again You have perhaps 48 hours of unadulterated
pleasure. Still, there are those moments when the passages just come and work
well and that's very satisfying.
HIKA

Do you force yourself to write even when you don't want to? Or do you
write only when "inspired"?
DEW

1 have never sat down and thought "Oh I'm inspired, now I'm going to
write." I think that notion is one that probably is false. For my writing I will get
up every morning, sit down about nine o'clock and work until about one
o'clock, unless it's going very well and then I work on as long as 1 can. The days
on which it does not go well I sit there, I write a few sentences. I don't like
them and I'm delighted to see one o'clock come so I can do other things. I go to
the grocery store, I go to PTA meetings. I take the children somewhere. My
mind is still working on those few sentences I was trying to get earlier, though
And usually, suddenly when I least expect it, the idea will make itself utterly
clear, and I have to write it down. I don't embarass my children by writing on
grocery sacks. It is in my house, though, that no one can throw out an
envelope, a Kleenex box or any piece of paper without looking carefully to see
that something isn't written on it. 1 do discipline myself to the degree that I
make myself go into my study from nine to one. Beyond that there is no more
I can do but hope.
HIKA

When you are writing well, how many pages can you turn out in a day?
DEW

I'm not that kind of writer though I suppose on my very best day I have turned
out fifteen hand-written pages. I can't write any more than that physically; I
can't write more than fifteen pages. Generally 1 get one or two pages a day. I
would say that's average It really depends on how the writing is going. Some
days I get a great many pages; other times III go for several weeks and turn out
nothing. For me it's not a question of production, though over time I fill many
HIKA

Do you find that you have to revise heavily?
DEW

I don't know if I have to, but I do. I consider each chapter as a single section,
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so far anyway. Now that may change as I write. It's changed a little bit with the
second book; the chapters are much more a part of the whole book. I revise
each chapter five or six times, and when the book is finished I revise the entire
book twice. A lot of this is just tightening, tinkering. My final revision is when
I type the final copy. I try to type fifteen to twenty pages a day. In doing that,
which is maybe fifteen to twenty days of typing, I can remember from the first
of the book what I've done. As I'm typing the last part of the book I still can
recall phrases, patterns from the first part of the book which enables me to
clean out some of the repetitions.
HIKA

Some say that what you need most to be a writer is lots of paper. Do you
think there are any particular personality traits that make one person more
likely to be a writer than another?
DEW

I know a great many writers now, and they arc utterly different from one
another. The one thing, perhaps, we all have in common is that process by
which one observes one's life and considers it as one is living it. It's disruptive to
the living of a normal life, but I have noticed that all the people who write do
possess this trait. They have an overview all the time. They have their antennae
up all the time. To some it's quite uncomfortable. It can be a miserable ex
perience to always be censoring and considering. But I do think that's what
writers have in common.
HIKA

Has any writer had a strong influence on you?
DEW

I find this difficult to answer. The writers that have had an influence on me
arc the writers whom I like to read. F. Scott Fitzgerald I suppose could be said
to have an influence on me. In fact, the book I just finished has in it elements of
F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald. I happened to be watching television one day and
I saw Jane Pauley interviewing their daughter Scottie. Scottie said that living
with her parents when she was growing up had been a wonderful time. The title
of my new book is The Time of Her Life I don't know if it's Fitzgerald's writing
or his life that influenced me, though it's both I think.
Peter Taylor had a tremendous influence on me originally. I tried to have
Peter's voice, and there arc echoes of it in my writing. I just can't do it quite as
well as he can. I would like to have been Peter Taylor. I would have liked to
have had his voice. I think my grandfather's sense of irony and perhaps
underplaying melodrama also has had an influence on me. But none of these
are conscious. One doesn't sit down and decide whom one will try to be like,
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although with Peter (Taylor) it was almost conscious. I was very young then. I
was in my twenties.
HIKA

Who are your favorite writers?
DEW

They are numerous. Tolstoy. I love to read Tolstoy. Jane Austen. Fitzgerald.
Coilette. Henry James. It's sort of pointless to list all. There arc some writers
who don't interest me much at all. I'm not a great fan of Faulkner, for instance.
I see how good he is, but he is not one of my favorite writers. I like Eudora
Welty's work immensely. I'm not particularly fond of Flannery O'Connor.
This is not a judgement of quality; I think they are all good. What one likes to
read is an entirely subjective matter.
HIKA

Do you have any advice for the young writer?
DEW

I'm not very good at giving advice to young writers. I am very ambivalent
about urging anyone to write. A friend of mine who is a writer, David Small,
said, "Tell writers that they should have the courage to write terrible stuff." T his
is certainly true. Another thing that young writers, any writer, must do is never
rely on an old image, a cliche, or anything even approaching a cliche. If they do
not see it and cannot convey it as a clear idea, as a new picture in the reader's
mind, it won't work, and it's not worth reading. Other than that I think
courage is what you tell a writer to have. It's very frightening to write. It makes
you very vulnerable. But it's probably easier than being an actor.
HIKA

If Hollywood, really some film studio, ever asked you to turn one of your
books into a movie, would you let them?
DEW

I certainly would, particularly if they'd pay me. Movies do not interest me
very much. I'm not good at watching them, I don't ever understand if they're
art and I don't care much. My task is to render a picture to be understood by a
reader and that means that the reader must be looking at the page for it to turn
into an image and an idea and a vision. That's what I do. I always find even giv
ing public readings very peculiar because it is never my intention that the
spoken word is how the audience will come to what I have to say. I don't in
tend for them to be listening to me; I intend them to be looking at a page. And
that really docs inform or shape what I have to say. If it were an aural thing, I
would probably say it differendy. On a page there are rhythms to be established,
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there is a certain sound that only a reader of a line of type can pick up. You
can't transmit it. 1 don't have any interest in the movies, but if it would help
pay my children's way through college, 1 would be glad to have somebody take
on my books. I don't think they will though.
HIKA

Do you think the writer has any particular responsibilities to his culture?
DEW

No. 1 think that is a terrible idea. Certainly a writer has the responsibility of
integrity in his or her writing, but never should a writer modern or of any age
feel a responsibility to the culture. Their responsibility is to the reader. This
question makes me bristle. 1 was just attacked in 72* New York Times for not
writing political novels, for not making it clear there are people sleeping in
doorways or that the bomb is about to be dropped. Every writer 1 know knows
these things; writers do not live in a vacuum. We're part of society too. Every
writer's responsibility is to render their vision as clearly as possible. It has
nothing to do with political circumstances. It's a dangerous assumption on the
part of society that writers owe something to anyone. They only owe to a
reader their absolute best effort as writers.
HIKA

What role do you see the novel taking in the years ahead?
DEW

I don't think the novel has a role now so I don't see it taking a role in the
years ahead. I don't see poetry as having a role, or painting as having a role, or
dance as having a role. It enhances survival Art simply makes life more in
teresting. It's an investigation of life, but I don't believe that art has a role. I
think that's a political point of view; the perception that art has a role is a
political point of view and I don't approve of it. In fact, I find it a dangerous
perception.
HIKA

Do you think the material for a novel will ever be used up?
DEW

No. I don't think so. My editor at Morrow, Harvey Ginsberg, has an in
teresting theory. I had told him I had the dreadful feeling that I was once again
getting interested in writing about a family. As I said before, 111 probably
always be writing about a family. He said in his opinion ninety percent of the
people in the world are pretty dull, but that there is no such thing as a family
that is dull. Simply by virtue of being so complex, it is a microcosm of society. I
agree with him. Given that perception, there is no way I can run out of
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material. I simply may run out of energy. I can foresee that happening. It takes
a great deal of emotional and self-discipline and will-power to write. That's the
hardest part of it. Unfortunately not every moment is inspired. It's drudgery, a
lot of it. And for that reason I might run out of energy, or inclination. I'm not
particularly ambitious, I don't care if I'm famous. I would like to be respected,
but that doesn't even really matter unless it's by people I myself respect. So
perhaps I will run out of the motivation to write, but I certainly will not run
out of material.

An excerpt from The Time of Your Life
by Robb Forman Dew
At the Tunbridge's that afternoon Jane could not settle down to anything.
She was giddy with the effort of trying to appease the odd sense of yearning
that had come over her as soon as she had caught sight of the broad brick hull
of the I unbridge house when she and Diana had curved across the meadow.
There it sat on the bluff with its wooden appendages of porches, garages, and
gabled extra rooms that had been added over the years to meet the family's
needs or to comply with various architectural upheavals. Maggie said that the
main house was essentially a "center hall Georgian," but Vince had laughed and
said that it was "just a basic 'dog run.' The hounds run in the front door and out
the back."
To Jane, the house bespoke continuity. The Missouri River, which the
house had originally overlooked, could still be seen from the upstairs windows,
but it had receded and trains passed at intervals below the bluff on tracks that
had carried the first train from St. Louis to St. Joe, tracks which the house
predated by fifty years. Vince's family had built this house, and he had filled
Jane and Diana with tales of all its terrifying history and secret places when
they were little girls, and Jane could never enter the building without wanting
to reacquaint herself with every room, its every mystery. But finally the two
girls settled down with Vince in his study where he was watching a football
game with Diana's brother, Mark, who was five years older than Diana.
The Tunbridge family was divided by appearance into two factions that
didn't seem to be related. Mark, and Diana's nineteen-year-old sister, Celeste,
were their mother's children, with her amiable lankiness, light hair, and wideboned friendly faces. Vince was shorter than his wife, but he was also perfectly
proportioned so that he seemed better made, more carefully put together. His
eyes were blue, like Maggie's, but otherwise he was dark and intense, and
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Diana, who was so much younger than her siblings and so resembled her
father, was like an afterthought that only he had had. But while Diana's energy
was precociously controlled and meted out with care, that same trait in Vince
always made Jane anxious when she was in his company. His restraint, his
discretion, was tense and palpable. In spite of herself, she was never comfort
able with her friend's father, although he flirted with her and singled her out in
any group. Just now when the girls settled in front of the television he turned
his attention to Jane immediately.
"The ladies are going to join us, Mark." He said. "Now what can 1 get for you
two? Janie? A scotch? Join me with a beer? What'll it be?" He made a great
pretense of surprise when she just smiled uncomfortably at him.
"Now, Janie! You're eighteen, aren't you? You're so glamorous these days.
And you won't keep me company? You make me feel awfully ashamed of
myself. Dissolute!" He spoke to her in the wheedling tones of a host whose
hospitality has just been spurned, but Jane didn't know anything to do but just
smile at him. Then he clapped his hand to his forehead in a pantomime of sur
prise.
"Oh, Lord! What am 1 thinking of? Virtue is visiting us. Now you certainly
won't catch Virtue swilling the devil's own brew!"
Jane just regarded him solemnly and didn't answer, because Vince was talk
ing about the Halloween party she had come to in this house, and at which she
had been so happy until she had caught on to the fact that she and her parents
had somehow stepped out of the bounds that delineated appropriate behavior
in society. But she had never understood what her parents had done, and she
just looked at Vince without sharing his amusement.
The day of that party had been a day that Jane had put away in her mind in
parentheses, bracketed by lesser moments, as a fleeting definition of her parents'
marriage. Early on that morning she had stopped and stood in the bathroom
door while her father was shaving and her mother was sitting in her brilliant
red robe on the edge of the bathtub smoking a cigarette and gesturing as she
spoke, so that her billowing sleeves followed her quick hands in a diaphanous
accentuation.
Jane had known right away that they would have a good day, because there
was that current of animation and pleasure running between Claudia and
Avery. They were filled with a glistening and elusive exhuberance that puzzled
Jane but was mesmerizing, also. She could only grasp the essence of their good
humor now and then, and not with language; it was her instinct that informed
her in this case and led her along into the same high spirits. When this tempera
ment settled over her household for very long Jane was relieved and agitated at
once. She would have liked to know that pleasure. No couple could be as
delighted with themselves as her parents sometimes were. No other two people
she had ever seen were capable of enjoying each other so much, now and then,
and oddly enough when her father didn't have a single drink and her mother's
affability overcame her melancholy disorientation, Jane sometimes fell into a
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brooding sense of dissatisfaction with everything around her. But on the morning
of the Halloween party she was pleased to sec her parents' enthusiasm, because
she was so excited herself.
"But I can't think of anything to go as," Claudia was saying when Jane stopped
at the door. "Maybe someone out of Greek mythology. That would be easy
enough to do with sheets. I think we have enough white sheets. And sandals."
She settled back to consider this, bracing herself comfortably by putting both
hands on the rim of the tub, and the puff of her sleeve slowly settled around her
wrist perilously close to her burning cigarette.
But Avery had stopped in the middle of shaving and was staring at himself in
the mirror. He put his razor down on the counter by the sink. "Now, wait," he
said, still looking directly at his own reflection. "I think I know what we can
do. Now just wait a minute." He slipped his arms out of the sleeves of his
T-shirt so that the body of the shirt hung around his neck. He studied himself
carefully in the mirror, leaning forward to peer closely at his own face. Then he
took hold of his T-shirt at the back of his neck and stretched it up to cover his
hairline and ears and circle under his chin.
"A wimple! Look! It's perfect." He turned around to face them, and he looked
absolutely unlike himself. The shirt was taut across the top of his head and the
upper part of his lean face, and then it draped in soft folds beneath his chin and
onto his shoulders. It robbed his face of that sharp charm that he possessed, a
quizzical look of irony, and he seemed unusually benign and sweet natured in a
dim-witted way Both Claudia and Jane laughed.
"That's wonderful! That's just wonderful!" Claudia said, and even Avery's
smile, which always curved up a little more on one side of his face than the
other, was transformed into a simple-minded, beatific beaming. Claudia was
entranced and immensely pleased. She got up and walked all around him to see
how he looked from every angle. "Okay, okay. That's great. I've got to see how
it'll work for me," she said. "I know what we can do. Now just stay right here
for a minute!" And she left the room and came back with one of Avery's
I -shirts for herself, a navy blue scarf, and Avery's academic robes that the
university had bought in his graduate school's colors for him to wear during
processionals in the years he was teaching. Avery's robe was a dark blue almost
the color of the scarf. The hood was scarlet and gold, but Claudia undid the
buttons that attached it. "Some nuns dress in blue, don't they? I think so. They
must. I here's that ad on television with a nun riding a bicycle, and she's wear
ing blue, but it's brighter than this." She reached up to fix the scarf over Avery's
head as a veil. "I wonder how they keep these things on. I'll pin it somehow.
I his blue will be all right, don't you think? I'll have to go in black if I can bor
row an undergraduate robe. Avery, you'll have to call the custodian and see if
he'll get one out of storage. I think this will be all right. I think this will be ex
actly right!"
Copyright 1984 By Kobb Forman l>cw Printed by permission William Morrow Publishers In
corporated.
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Canto a Cortazar
"Nucstra vida es la senda
futura y recorrida."
Jorge Luis Borges

Una desierta manana,
el viento sono tu estampa.
Beso despacio tu rostro
desmenuzandote el alma.
Despues gritaste a la tierra
tu soledad sin espada.
Ella te llenolas manos
Con la sangre de su palma.
Fuiste a buscar otra madre,
sabiendo que la dejabas;
pero llevaste su llanto
apretando la mirada.
Ganaste la hiriente sombra
de la palabra negada.
Salvaste el simbolo fragil,
devorando la distancia.
Asi te dolio la calma,
como la ausencia lejana.
Brillo la estrella serena
y te nublo la mirada.
Ya no veras a tu madre,
ya no clamaras la espada,
ya no te calleras nunca,
pues lo peremne no calla.
Jimena Lodono
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Summer's Door
i
At summer's door, the heat's oppression grows;
A living, breathing being, the air rears back
Its head to strike and sprawls its slithering form
Across the seething, static summer land.
I, slashing through the heated haze of June's
First day, see shadows quicken as they shrink,
Still keeping pace beside my creaking car;
They seem to try to pass me at the tracks.
Across the crumbling, creviced tracks, the road
Ducks down behind a hill and lies in wait.
I know too well the path the road will take;
The errands I've just run I can't recall.
Still lying limp upon the seat in back,
A sweatshirt, flaming red, left by a friend,
Reminds me that I must return it soon;
The sweatshirt shudders as I cross the tracks.
II
Returning home, I leave the road behind;
I hang an old, red sweatshirt on a nail.
Dark rain begins to choke the heated air;
I go inside, where it is cool and dry.
At summer's door, the heat's oppression grows;
A living, breathing being, the air rears back
Its head to strike and sprawls its fiery form
Across the seething, static summer land.
Robert Stein
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Great-Uncle Bunny
Great-Uncle Bunny used to take
an almost childish delight
in getting me drunk at family
reunions. Bunny, revelling
in his Irishness, would slip me
glasses of whiskey, and squint
with myopic pleasure at the sight
of my blooming, reddening cheeks.
Usually, after the fourth or fifth whiskey,
I would stumble to the bathroom,
Bunny's cackling laughter accompanying me,
and Great-Aunt Loretta would shake him,
and hint strongly at his imminent
demise. In my drunkenness, I was afraid.
Now, at twenty, I slip myself whiskey
in the early morning, and often during
the night. Playboy has sued Bunny's Bar
for using a sign which resembles their
ancient trademark. For a week, his round
puckish face was in all of the papers.
Loretta tells me he's boozing every night —
"An Irishman to the end," she says,
her voice bland and resigned. I don't go
to reunions anymore, yet I hear the sound
of Bunny's laughter, echoing through all
of my lives, and I am still afraid.
Geoffrey Schmidt
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The High, Lonesome Road
Robert Cantwell

THEY say in the mountains that a fiddle sounds better with rattles inside

it —from a rattlesnake. It's easy to miss the point of this old tale. The rattles
don't affect the tone of the fiddle somehow, as we usually suppose. But to have
gone out and got them-that testifies to the worthiness of the fiddler, and that
is what we hear when he plays.
"I think you can watch people," Bill Monroe has observed, "any kind of work
they do in the way of music, and tell pretty well in their life what they've gone
through, if you watch it close enough."1 Bluegrass music is an ordeal designed to
challenge and, in challenging, to display the musician's intellectual, imaginative,
and moral resources, and to provide a field for the development of those
resources. It is a test of character. All serious music presents such a challenge;
but it is one of the purposes of bluegrass to discriminate one man from another,
to discover which man is the best, and to carry out that purpose in a medium
which richly figures forth the substance of its discoveries. No doubt we admire
the brilliant Itzhak Perlman, and may draw certain moral inferences about him
on the basis of his musicianship; but that we make such inferences is incidental
to his art, while to Monroe's it is central. I think it is fair to say that in bluegrass
we listen to music, but for the man. Thus in bluegrass an unsophisticated or
even a primitive musician can conceivably do better than an accomplished one.
Until you grasp this, you cannot appreciate bluegrass music.
Nowhere in bluegrass is this ordeal undertaken more valiantly, nowhere is
the musician's moral nature more powerfully revealed, than in his singing.
Vocal tone is an open channel through which the human sensibility flows;
every facet of vocal tone is the effect of one of a multitude of physical forces in
the chest, throat, mouth, and head which centuries of evolution and culture
have assigned to specific psychic states. Alan Lomax has argued with eloquence
and conviction, and with a world-wide range of suggestive evidence at hand,
that between folk-song style and culture there are certain persistent associations
which seem to reflect the impact upon the psyche of the conditions of life.2
Social and economic organization, political structure, technological develop'Quoted by Ralph Rin/lcr in the sleeve notes to The High Lonetome Sound
'Alan Lomax. Cantrometrut A Method in Mutual Anthropology (Berkeley, Calif U C. Extension
Media Center, 1976). See also Folk Song Style and Culture (Washington, D C.: American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, 1968).
Excerpted from the book, Bluegratt Breakdown The Making of the Old Southern Sound by Robert
Cantwell. to be published in May. 1984, by University of Illinois Press. Copyright ® 1984 by the
Board of Trustees, University of Illinois, and reprinted with permission of University of Illinois Press
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mcnt, domestic traditions and child-rearing practices — all figure somehow into
vocal expression. Lomax has observed, for example, that agriculturally inten
sive societies tend to sing at higher pitches, while vocal restrictions in a general
way seem to reflect the relative severity of the sexual code. Nasality, for in
stance, which as all parents of young children know is a form of complaint, is
apparently most likely to occur in societies which require that children become
independent very early in life but which at the same time fundamentally at
tenuate that independence by sanctifying marriage, placing a premium upon
sexual purity and exacting rigorous penalties for pre-marital sexual
play —among which, of course, is marriage itself. Anthropologically, at least,
Lomax's evidence sheds light upon the apparent likenesses between the music
of the Moslem Middle East and the Gaelic North which history cannot.
Psychotherapists have at least partially borne out these findings by noting that
"overcontrolled" behavior may show itself in pinched, narrow, and often irritatingly nasal vocal tones, though perhaps we do not need scientists to tell us
that vocal tension and conflict, in song and in speech, arise from and com
municate emotional tension and conflict '
Our country music comes mainly from parts of the South where the condi
tions of life have favored the retention of values belonging to pioneer America.
This was a world of nuclear families in widely dispersed settlements largely
reliant upon the labor of one man who was in turn dependent upon the pro
ductive capacity of marginal or intransigent lands. Here the habit of in
dependence arose far more from necessity than from enlightened philosophy;
hardship quickly swallowed up youth and compelled the suppression of its im
pulses. As we've seen, the young boy or girl passed almost directly out of the in
fant gown into the work clothes of a man or woman, solidly grounded in the
early affection of the family but incapable of the moral daring which is the
special privilege of the bourgeoise child who comes up in a milieu of free im
aginative play. The moral pall which in the rural imagination hangs over
freedom from care, over song, dance, and drink, over love and all the joy it br
ings, has never entirely dissipated; what Lomax calls the "gulf fixed between
pleasure and righteousness" has yet to close completely * Its roots, in Scots
Presbyterianism and English dissent, in Puritan and Calvinist philosophy, in
social ostracism and economic marginality, are far too deep, and the conviction
of sin upon which it feeds, to which human psychology has proved so
hospitable, too important in the life and integrity of our culture. "The folklore
of sin," writes Lomax, "put iron in the backbone of the pioneer, made him
sober and hard-working, but left him with an inner sense of guilt and shame
which no one in nineteenth-century America could really escape."'
'Johanna Stein, "Musicology for Music Therapists The Lomax Study," Journal of Music Therapy
KXSept. 197 5) 46-JI.
4Lomax.

Folk Songs of North America, p xviii.

'Ibid , p xvii
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Or has yet. Consider, for comparison's sake, the intensely emotional, and yet
dour and undemonstrative, voice—the reluctant voice —of country-western
singer George Jones, who was born into a fundamentalist, working-class family
near Beaumont, Texas, and grew up listening to the Opry's Roy Acuff and Bill
Monroe.4 Early in his career Jones affected the mica-thin nasality of the then
flourishing Hank Williams, but in time found his own voice in a slightly lower
register, creating a style now much imitated both by country-western and by
bluegrass singers. For George Jones, song is a battle with that monster, Self,
which stands between us and others; his is a voice beset at every level by the
springs and snares of personality. He approaches his song manfully, with chest
expanded and lungs full. But he cannot entirely let go; instead the force of his
lungs is squeezed through a kind of knot formed behind his breastbone, like the
first reflex before a cough. This is the way we might sound if we had just eaten
too much, or were grossly overweight; if 1 am not mistaken it is the way a boy
talks when he wants to sound like a man, driving his voice down into his chest
because he cannot actually deepen it —perhaps because to "be a man" has in
some sense been required of him since babyhood. When Jones's song rises to
his mouth, having come from the heart in an almost physiological sense, it
meets the barrier of his jaws, which he barely opens. Jones sings with the fixed
grin of the ventriloquist, as if singing embarrasses him, thus imparting to his
voice a dusky nasality and to his physical struggle itself an intense dramatic
force. When at last his song escapes him—or, rather, when he succeeds in
mastering all the forces which would hold it back —it is preternaturally
animated by sudden dynamic changes, contractions and swellings of volume
which seem to register astonishment or surprise, predicated with earnest
descending melismas with which the singer seems to shake his head penitentially.
But the bluegrass singer's style, like Jones's, is the audible record of the
conflict between oneself and one's moral endowment, so that in both it is style,
not subject, that bears the principal burden of meaning.
There are many ways of singing a bluegrass song; but it is clear that the rich,
full, operatic voice, or the cabaret singer's mellow, ingratiating voice, or even
Merle Haggard's lusty drawl have no more place in bluegrass than the sax
ophone. Rather the singer must sing through some impediment or
difficulty —that acoustic barrier—by which the dramatic tension between
himself and his resources of expression may be maintained. His aim is not to
relieve or to escape vocal stress, but to excite it to such a pitch of activity and to
concentrate it so intensely that its various physical causes, all morally im
printed, may unite in a new voice, a new-made vocal gem, his bluegrass voice.
To this end bluegrass exploits the traditionally high registers of mountain and
hillbilly music, which call upon the singer's maximal vocal force and direct it
toward a definite object, the note itself. In other words, bluegrass has done
with vocal technique just what it has done with instrumental technique
•Bill Malonc. Country Musu US A . p 289
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—drawn out of the folk background certain signifying sounds from which
to fashion its own style. Once the singer has acquired his bluegrass voice, which
he does by the consistent application of force to song over a period of years,
beginning most often in childhood, in a church choir perhaps, or, as Monroe
did, alone in the fields, it will not depart from him; it is a physical effect, like
the calcium deposits that gather at the site of a broken bone.
Bill Keith remembers that in riding from show to show Bill Monroe would
attempt to sing the songs of the last performance a half-tone higher for the
next.7 This is not high singing for its own sake, but an effort to preserve the
morally-resonant tension between voice and song. Where that tension is lost,
in singers for whom high notes post no difficulty, though the broader mimetic
effects of the style will remain in force, its moral dimension is lost. Were this
not the case, bluegrass would be dominated by eunuchs, sopranos, or both.
When Bobby Osborne sings "Ruby," a vocal tour de force in an unearthly D, he
docs it effortlessly, and may sound like a woman When Earl Taylor sings it in
the the same key, the same twin banjos streaming behind him like a vapor trail,
there is no mistaking his sex, or the tremendous effort he is putting forth; the
strain introduces a fine, pumice-like abrasiveness into his voice. At the same
time, to sing above one's range invites a damaging interference. "If you sing too
high," Monroe says, "peoplc'll say, 'now that man's used bad judgment.'"1 This
is not to say that high pitch is not important in itself—it is —but that we must
understand it first as an object of striving, and as a precondition of certain vocal
textures such as nasality essential to the bluegrass style. "That feller sings higher
than me," Red Allen once said to me about another bluegrass singer, "but he
says I sound higher than him." A singer's judgment consists in knowing at what
point in his vocal range-a point that shifts from day to day, morning to even
ing—a song can be attacked to produce a certain emotional effect popularly
called the "high, lonesome sound"; and if that should happen to be in B-flat,
well then, let the fiddler figure out on the spot how to play today in B-flat what
he played yesterday in C. For the "high, lonesome sound" occurs only at the
apex of an arc which describes the line of equilibrium between vocal force and
what might be called vocal flavor or value.' Not pitch, then, but force, of
which high pitch is the handmaiden. Bluegrass singing, with all that force
behind it, all of it strictly controlled, is at the very least venturesome; at most it
is ardent, daring, angry, reckless, desperate, or wild. Certain habits must be put
away, certain fears overcome, certain inhibitions relaxed. It seems sometimes
almost as if the powerfully expansive sound might blow the singer's head apart,
and often the expressions on his face as he sings suggest that its release is har
rowing or painful, like exorcism. His delivery may be intensely personal, but it
is never intimate or consultative. It is public and, as we have said, declamatory,
'Bill Keith, in conversation with the author.
•Bill Monroe, interview, Apr. 1977.
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thrown across some gulf of understanding or feeling, or set free into the empty
spaces to discover what the boundaries of the living world may be.
In a sense the bluegrass singer is not singing at all —not in the way that gon
doliers, yon solitary highland lasses, or bluebirds sing. He is driving life-force
through the language-uttering organs of his body; under its concentrated
energy the seasons of his voice pass more swiftly; it loses the quality which nor
mally only the years can wear away, the quality of youth. Though it is never
weak or infirm, bluegrass singing almost always somehow sounds old. No man
of seventy could have lifted the roof of Ryman Auditorium with his voice, as
Bill Monroe, in his thirties, did with his high, lonesome holler; yet around the
sound of Monroe's voice at that period appears and disappears the image of a
very old man. Ralph Stanley in his twenties sounded something like an eightyyear-old woman, but no elderly woman could have sung with the steady,
delicate clarity of Ralph's "I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow." It is an illusion,
but one which refines the moral identity of the singer and heals the sexual
wound that lies open in youth. In bluegrass there is no conspicuous display of
sexual motives, as there is in country-western singers of both sexes; yet the
bluegrass singer is as virile and straight as a Douglas Fir.
And with youth, too, goes the legacy of youth, personality. The bluegrass
singer has broken out of the snares of personality —broken out, that is to say, of
bis own voice, of which George Jones's is the type. At a forced high pitch—at the
ngbt pitch, one had better say-the voice is physiologically lifted out of the en
vironment of constraints of psychological origin which work upon it in the
chest. Other impediments spring up against it, of course —the tense vocal cords
themselves, the nasal cavities, certain very narrow or very wide vowel
sounds —but these can all be turned to good advantage, challenging the singer
to overcome the merely strangulated tone of sexual hysteria, or the irritating
whine of self-pity. Between these poles lies the vocal window through which
the bluegrass singer can escape the gravitational field of Self. Bill Monroe,
Ralph Stanley, Jimmy Martin, Jack Cooke, Ricky Skaggs, a spectacular new
singer from Ohio named Dave Evans—many have found it, but not all. A good
bluegrass voice is made of the finest metal, carefully balanced and gracefully
proportioned, heavy in the hand, with a gleaming surface and a razor-sharp
edge.
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Reflections on crossing a bridge.
It's 6:10 in Coinjock, N.C.,
80 miles from anyplace
where I ought to be,
and I feel dawn step across
my shoulder, the wind and the dark
and the rows of bent trees brushed
like eye lashes back
beyond the margin
of swamp grass and river bank,
swallowed up in this quiet hour.
Half-way across the bridge
into town, I stop a moment,
put down my bag, turn back
my head and listen as though
to hear the slur of miles
loosen behind me into morning.
Leaning over the rail, I look down
at the river, follow my dark form
waving over the water untouched,
shifting slow like the shine
of the river that's shifting slow.
The bridge-tender came down
from the bridge-house, stood beside me,
thinking maybe I saw something.
I didn't look up
when I said hello.
Birds flew out from the rushes
below us, and we watched them fly
back over us, scatter like buck-shot
low and wide over the plains beyond.
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I could have spared myself the words,
that wouldn't bring them back anyway,
but I said,
White egrets,
white egrets falling
back to the sea,
or something like that.
Too far North anyway;
probably followed the river up.
Lucky to see them at all.
Got good eyes kid.
Thanks.
Way-off, a head-light started,
came on through the mist,
high-beams bouncing over the road.
We waited until it was just nigh
past the bridge-post to raise
our hands. The lights flicked down
and up again once before the car
was gone, past town and beyond,
its wild light blazing
through the morning.
I didn't even think
to catch a lift.
Samuel Truitt
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William James: Letters from the Attic
Dear John,
I am plod you enjoyed tbe letters from William James to my grandfather (your
great great grandfather). I hope they will prove to be of some interest to tbe readers of
your magazine Perhaps you or they will solve tbe mystery.
My grandfather bad been tbe Rector of tbe Principal Episcopalian Church in
Cleveland when be was called to be bisbop of Eastern Pennsylvania, bis cathedral be
ing in Betblebem Pennsylvania, also tbe borne oflcbigb University. My grandfather
bad four daughters, tbe eldest of wbtcb was Helen. My father married Helen and I
was one of tbe products of tbat bappy marriage. My mother, being tbe eldest, inherited
most of my grandfather 's papers including tbe James letters. When sbe died I found
tbem among ber possessions and put tbem away for safekeeping I am delighted tbey
are now seeing tbe light of day.
Affectionately,

LHC

William James had been both professionally and personally engaged in the in
tense study of psychic phenomena, especially in the area of exceptional mental
states, long before his classic work Tbe Varieties of Religious Experience, the
Gilford Lectures of 1901-1902. Criticized openly by colleagues for his dark
descent into "the scientific underworld," James sought to map the shadowy
borderline with religion that the experiences of psychopaths, spiritualists, faithhealers, and others had suggested. James in trying to unravel his own
psychological states of mind proposed to investigate . . experiences of in
dividual men in their solitude." For him the "voices and visions" reported by the
"geniuses" of psychic experience, whether the masters of mystic exaltation or
anonymous individuals with momentary insights, could be open to pragmatic
and empirical research. The value of these various experiences, demonstrating
the vital continuum of the natural and supernatural, were to be judged as direct
evidence of mental states and their usefulness for future conduct, their ethical
power, could be demonstrated. Gathering Vhese personal, often very private,
testimonies was, therefore, a crucial element in James's method.
James wrote on Christmas Eve, 1890, to the Rt. Rev. Nelson Somerville
Rulison (1842-97), at the time the bishop coadjutor of the Protestant Episcopal
Diocese of Central Pennsylvania Rulison had been active in his earlier ministry
in Ohio and received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Kenyon
College in 1879. He was elected assistant bishop of Central Pennsylvania in
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1884, but by 1889 had assumed the actual administration of the diocese from
Bishop Mark Antony De Wolfe Howe (1808-1895), whom he succeeded as
bishop. Howe, who is also mentioned in the letters, had connections with Har
vard, having served as rector of churches in Roxbury, Mass., and also at Christ
Church, Cambridge. Perhaps the most notable event in his career came in a
vigorous debate with Horace Mann, the educational reformer. Howe cham
pioned the legitimate role of religion in the public schools.
James was tracing back to its source the story of a "Mr. Griffiths, a story
repeated by a Harvard undergraduate, "Mr. Savile, in a course taught by Bar
rett Wendell (1855-1921). Wendell had graduated from Harvard in 1877
where his natural wit was appreciated through his early contributions to the
Lampoon. In 1880 he was appointed to assist Prof. Adams Sherman Hill in
teaching the undergraduate English composition course. Wendell excelled at
this and his "Eng. 12" became a staple of the curriculum. In 1891 he published
his text English Composition, a guide to his methods. It was Wendell who in
1898 became the first teacher at Harvard to offer American literature as a bona
fide object of critical study.
In these two letters we see James as the spirit stalker, tracking down a possi
ble source and contacting individuals who could also attest to the character of
the witness and religious significance of the episode. It is in such a "little matter
that we see the germ of his "scientific interest."
RWR
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Deprivation by Sense
It is what we make of it,
the pungent, ardent steel.
It is the sound, careless
through the wood, nascent.
It is thought, when sweet
Spring flowers Spring, innuendos
Of this once claimed argent spring.
Oh! Oh! I sing of it, this voice
So clear, so steel so . . .
like, like that drunken evening
When the hand that wrote; wrote.
The effluvium of being rare
Was measured; the distant Honke-Ionk was heard. Somehow
I sing of it, I sing of it
this argent Steely Spring.
Unver Khan
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Prenatal Conspiracy
Just as I suspected:
a clandestine committee
was meeting
in the smoky backrooms of heaven
even before
I had my first swig
of carbonated amniotic fluid
(doctored, undoubtably
with additives
and brain tumor sugars)
There they wrote the memos
to Biff Holstein
(who had himself
just finished gestating)
planning, six years in advance
his mission —
to find that pan of the blacktop
hidden from view
and leave my face
indented in the cement
They paid him in unmarked bills.
In those same rooms,
they huddled together
like satanic television producers
writing the scripts of my nightmares —
Tell you what
before the pockfaced hunchback
comes through the window
lets have the rabid German sheperd
enter from the closet."
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Yes, no one can hide these facts now
I have transcripts
photographs
and expert witnesses.
When the midnight knock woke me
in my floating vegetable rec room
they smashed the ping pong table
busted the furniture
and ripped the umbilical phone
right off the wall.
I hadn't time
to put on a pair of pants
before I was answering
the questions of masked men
with gloves and instruments
in glaring white rooms.
After I win the lawsuit,
I will retire to the tropics
to sip drinks in a hammock
swaying in the warm, liquid breeze.
Jeff Barnes

S7

Danklied / Song of Thanks
While compiling a lengthy instructional unit of text on the relationship of the
sexes in the Federal Republic of Germany, I stumbled on this rather telling poem
in the Frankfurter Allgemcine Zeitung (October 4. 1983).
EPH

Danklied
Ich danke dtr dafi du mtcb nicbt bescbutzt
dafi du nicbt bet mir bist wenn ich dich braucbe
kein Firmament bist fur den klemen Barn
und nicbt mem Stab und Stecken der micb stiitzt.
Icb danke dir fur jeden Fufitritt der
micb vorwarts bringt zu mir
auf meinem Weg. Icb mujl alleine gehn
Icb danke dir. Du macbst es mir nicbt sebwer.
Ich danke dir fur dein scbdnes Angesicbt
das fur micb alles ist und weiter nicbts.
Und aucb dafi ich dir nicbts zu danken bab
als dies und manches andere Gedicbt.
Ulla Habn

Song of Thanks
I do thank you for not protecting me
that you are not with me when I need you
are not the firmament of heaven for the Little Bear
and not the staff and rod supporting me.
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I do thank you for every kick
propelling me towards me
on this my path. I've got to go it by myself.
Thank you for making it not hard for me.
I do thank you for being beautiful.
Your face which means so much to me, yet nothing more.
That I don't owe you thanks for anything
but these and many other lines.
Translated by E.P. Hecht
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Mount Pindos
Vic Peterson
LoU waited for the Alderman. People pushed through the revolving door,
talking about the accident in the intersection, the families, the traffic, but none
was the one he wanted.
They talked to lx>u: the street was slick, they said, and the angle of the corner
was treacherous. Lou agreed. In his time there were more accidents than he
could count, wrecks which drew witnesses—spectators who when they saw
death craved comfort, whose shock Lou pacified with meals and coffee. He
didn't care personally, there was no comfort in the city. He looked out the win
dow at the ambulance moving away past the high school and the currency ex
change and the eighty lane bowling alley. Lou was aware why people turned
into his restaurant: because food and death are related, because men are never
satisfied.
Red lights of the squad cars filled the small restaurant in intervals. He con
tacted the Alderman because those same cops currently clearing the intersec
tion were also the same who shook him down after hours, took his money. He
loved his neighborhood but they would break him soon if he couldn't influence
Alderman Augustiniak and he would have to return to Greece. But he had
heard of Augustiniak, that he was of reputable character and a good man, that
he helped his constituency. There was one cop sitting in a shadow by the pay
telephone, drinking free Cokes and watching his brothers through the glass of
the window. Lou resented cops like him, so full of themselves, their positions —
they came in everyday for their "blue discount" and Lou complied out of fear
and love for his restaurant. His restaurant was bim, it was everything he ever
worked for, bore his family name, bore the name of his town in the mountains
of Greece; it was everything that ever meant anything to him. He thought this
way: though the rest of the world was compressed and turbulent this was his
niche. Though they lied and stole this was his work, and though they were lost
this was his sanctuary. When he first arrived he felt trapped between insight
and babble but as he grew used to the city, life was as a river from which he
learned to fish. Men in need of a meal; a dry seat. The cop tapped his billy club
on the table and his jaw worked idiotically, talking to himself, his tongue mov
ing in and out past his lips. One thing Lou knew about cops was that they loved
to talk, they would bend your ear off if you let them, with stories of hoods and
punks, busts, stakeouts and waiting; ugly, brutal stories concerning things you
could imagine a human doing, thinking himself human. Stories about guns,
drugs and women, babies.
When he was new to it all, his restaurant was broken into and the police called
him. When he got there the thieves were gone and the police had rummaged
through his place like the night was easy, and his freezers were stripped. Their
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heels sounded and faded on the tile floor, they leaned on the phosphate bar,
laughed, and he imagined each left with pockets stuffed with fish, cigarettes or
meat. The cop stopped mumbling and ordered loudly another Coke, not so
syrupy. Lou receded into the kitchen and returned.
"Forty-seven cents," Lou said.
"What?"
"I said: forty-seven cents."
"No, Lou."
"Come on."
"No, Lou," the cop shook his head in mock disgust. "We got a deal. See? I
always thought we had a deal; if not, well, it's a rough neighborhood . . , one
Coke you ain't gonna miss."
"Pay," Lou said defiantly.
The cop stood. To reinforce his point he dropped his arm heavily on Lou's
shoulder and drew him toward the door; some of the people stopped and
watched and others left without paying their bills. The cop's shoulders were
visibly wide and his black, flat moustache drooped down his wishbone face.
"Don't get smart here!" the officer commanded, then shoved Lou's face against
the thumb-smudged glass of the revolving door, stopping its traffic, his
animated shoulders and biceps pumping, the skin under his jacket tingling
while his broad back filled with blood. He loved that clear feeling of doing. He
indicated with his stick, paramedics lifting a bag. He told Lou that that was life,
that he'd better shape up, then he pulled Lou away and took out his night stick
and tossed it from hand to hand and prodded it into Lou's chest. Lou moved
his hand in to cover his chest but the cop nudged it away.
"Listen," Lou began, "don't do this to me because I called Augustiniak and
he's gonna make you guys stop."
"You did what to me?" the cop interrupted, thumping the stick on Lou's
breastbone. "That was stupid; that was dumb How do you expect to get along
in this world? What do you think it's about? You gotta live and you gotta take
and that's tbat\"
"Harassment! You know how they treat cops for harassment!" Lou con
tinued, his fingers shaking in a bad way. "They send 'em up the river for years
and years and years, forever, the Alderman will be pissed."
I he cop's grip loosened but he did not release Lou. He dragged Lou to the
phone, pressed his head against the metal with his billy club, working it steadily,
pumping. The cop's leather jacket wore against Lou's face and he smelled the
dry, old, loose skin as it worked itself, tired and brown. The cop felt full again
using his body, functional, like there was a purpose, like no matter what you
did it was to a point, which was whole and was good People who aren't cops
don't understand their bodies. People think wrong things; it's like they don't
use their bodies, consider them only partial, unwhole and no good, but muscle
is what gets you through this world A clear feeling moved into the cop's head.
"You had enough?" he asked.
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Lou whimpered.
"What?"
"Yes!"
"Good!" the cop pushed harder. "Since we're by the phone why don't you call
Mr. Augustiniak, tell him he can't come, you had to close or something, but
that he can't come."
Lou put his hand in his pocket.
"1 don't have change."
"Speak up."
"I don't have coins."
"You're kidding me A guy like you don't have simple money for the phone?"
"No, I don't."
"Louder."
"No, I don't!"
"Then let's get some," the cop lifted his club, indicating the register. Lou
hardly felt his feet as he scufTed across the tile, his hands shook when he opened
the register drawer. The cop tapped the register, then hit harder, whacking his
stick on the plastic, making sounds like an instrument, banging until change
bounced over the edges. Then the cop pointed at the floor to the money on the
tile and nodded for Lou to pick it up. When Lou bent down the cop smashed
him in the side with the black stick. Lou fell.
"I don't owe you no money," the cop said.
"No."
"I said: I don't owe no money!"
"Yes yes yes, you don't."
"I don't wanna hear no more about it either. Understand?"
"Yes."
"And in fact you're going to make up for this, Lou. . . ."
"No, please."
"Yes. Lou."
Then suddenly the cop stiffened. He was looking through the window at the
Alderman Augustiniak approaching through the rain from across the corner.
Augustiniak had a wide, deeply lined brown face and he was short.
"You keep quiet," the cop warned.
Augustiniak entered slowly through the revolving door, and then he stood
there for a moment in the entrance with his jacket hanging wetly around him
and his belly was big and the cop took notice of this. He wore a tailored shirt
and pants. The Alderman walked to the seat and sat and ran his finger through
the salt spilled on the table. The grey, shadowed sky angled over his shoulder.
He pushed his hat back on his forehead, coughed; he asked, "What have we
here?"
"This guy was mouthy."
"No, not Lou."
"Yeah, This guy — "
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"1 don't like my constituents wronged."
The cop returned his night stick to its holster and sat across the table from
Augustiniak. He did not look in his eyes. He began, "I swear, this guy was giv
ing me a hard time."
"No; it must be the weather," the Alderman suggested. He leaned back and
rested one arm over the seat, his sagging chest stretched flat. He pulled out a
pack of cigarettes and offered one but the cop declined. The Alderman swept
the salt from the table with the flat of his hand.
"Put your stick here."
The officer placed the stick in the clean area.
"Now your hands, too."
The cop did so. Augustiniak took the night stick in his hand and balanced it
on his knuckles like a game, then he set his cigarette on the ashtray, aside. Sud
denly, he clasped the stick and brought it down hard on the cop's hands.
"Do you understand?"
The cop nodded. The Alderman looked to Lou and winked; then he said,
"Get up, you look foolish." As Lou rose the Alderman caught his eyes, saying
with his own don't let it happen again Augustiniak surveyed the room, the
plastcr-of-Paris busts, the statues of the other gods, and then he picked up a
menu and read while they were all quiet. He returned to his cigarette and
through the smoke his eyes asked 1-ou this time Do you remember when you
were green and scared and 1 got you a job, now that you own this restaurant ? Do you
remember bow the machine helped? With this Lou knew he was beholden to
Augustiniak, that someday he must return the favor. Augustiniak said loudly, "1
bring the community together; an Alderman is a better neighbor than most of
you are, for partisan reasons. He has solicitude for the welfare of families on
this block, and we are one family. Ill get your broken down uncle into the
hospital, if he lives in a slum. I'm always available. An Alderman is the bones of
this small "d" democratic earth ... I provide the services that make life worth
living . . . An Alderman consoles and helps the widow when she has lost her
husband. We organize the neighborhood. As long as we have that kind of
organization you will always have security."
Then abruptly he stood and led the officer into the street, to the corner to
lecture him privately. Lou watched through the streaked glass as the cop ex
plained, his hands and his gestures large and ridiculous, his jaw working
foolishly; it appeared they were talking about the accident. Augustiniak's solid
face did not show much expression but the cop understood and finally they
broke and the cop strolled across to the other corner and the Alderman left,
walking. Lou felt a ridiculous wave ride and break within: at times like this he
wished to go home. But you can't be a saint. Lou wondered if anyone killed in
the wreck was anyone he knew. He watched the cop stare at the mess, the peo
ple, and the people gathered and stared at the cop; but few moved. One thing
Lou knew from the corner: people never turned from wrecks.
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She loves me
She cares not for you
do not deceive yourself
They all love me
I need no introduction
I am great
l ime will not stop
If it did, I would not exist in it
I stand alone
I stand tall
I hold a solitary reservation
At the Hotel of Greatness
I am wonderful
Remember that

Lines Composed While Thinking
Upon Myself—An Epic
When I stand above the hues of my youth,
I recall the days I lived
I remember how happy I was,
How cute I was,
What a joy I was to be around,
My general pleasantness,
My quick wit.
My fierce talent gleaned with burning desire
I also recall the forms and figures of those days . . .
What they meant to me,
How they loved me,
How cute they thought I was,
How glad they were to be around me,
They served me well.
I cannot be sad
For it continues
I amaze myself,
I am Great
Shall we go now?
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Sad Brown Space
Your sad brown space
Rolls slowly over me,
Attempting to cover me and change my hue.
I grow weary,
Knowing your figure,
So carved in me,
Has slid the shape of time with some one else.
Please don't speak,
It would only break my gaze
I care not to look away.
Your flowing hair,
Scents its smell
And drives me from better thoughts.
I see beauty,
I see life,
1 see the caring of one so fine:
The mirror does not lie.
Please . . . please don't speak,
Let me finish combing my hair,
For you are not to be,
The object of my time.

Who is this poet? Confused, arrogant, uneven? Childish? M.H. Lewis had
this to say:
Notice the new form developed by Ottoman poet Akbar Synclavier. It flows
more than any rhyme could. Its abruptness is balanced by a well trained fluid
thought. His sensitivity in handling a young girl's grief is the stuff"of genius. See
how he develops her melancholy:
Your sad brown space
rolls slowly over me
I grow weary
Knowing your figure
So carved in me
Has slid the shape of time with some one else.
I he ending iambic pentameter here is incredible. Feel the flow it brings to a
stanza of stilted, semi-stifled abruptness. It signifies the girl's release of emotion to
him; first reluctantly, then flowing in even relief. The alliteration within the pen
tameter sets it off" more profoundly.
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Also notice, he isn't looking at the girl, but only realizing her presence, for ex
ample: "your sad brown space." This is crucial, for where Akbar is gazing is
revealed. He is looking in the mirror. He is being distracted by her grief. His
wordplay of send (scent) shows his sympathetic irratence again. The alliteration
sets the image off more completely. This is the only part of genius in Akbar's new
form.
The Hoodwinking by Akbar
a critical essay by John Middleton Abrams
New form? What is this "new form?" Ah, it is correctly described as new, but
newness does not bring good poetry. Akbar is an incompetent poet. Look at his
confused, unequal metaphors, awkward phrasing and stumbling scheme. This
new form is that of an infant. Akbar sucks, I hate him.
Akbar's poetical response to Abram's essay can be found in his work / Hate
Jobn Middleton Abrams:
How glib.
How cheap.
How protruding is the feeling.
It smacks of odour unseen,
A smell unheard,
A life unfilled
How pointless is thy criticism.
Your impression is of deep bleak space
Your head is empty.
Nowhere is there more room.
Would be foul if well done,
Yet your words elicit no response
Your thoughts bring no reply.
Would rather be a slug crawling lowly in hell
than to have your faculties
for they are of no one
As if you did pot exist
Praise is your criticism
Sweet is your disdain
Empty is your head
Gone is your brain.
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Buckley Safirt wrote of Akbar:
Akbar's self interested poetry continues to draw many buyers, yet
critically, it declines. As other writers have stated, Akbar's focus sadly
cannot escape his huge ego. It is too self centered. While the form
generated is original, it lies stagnant in its certain unexpectedness. To
view him now as a major poet would be inaccurate.
A turning point for Akbar is seen in his letter to Fosworth Rasputin:
Do you sec what they've said today? What they've called me? What do they ex
pect me to do? I write as I feel, I write as I must. Why was it accepted earlier and
panned now? A lesser man would crumble but not I. Do they expect me to
kill myself? A stray bullet to them. The shrapnel of my creativity will leave all the
world stunned. I cannot give up. The rest of my noble young life shall be my
poetry The critics know not of what they speak. It is Akbar they berate, Akbar
the Ottoman, Akbar the Turk. Akbar the Great. I will image them to death
Consider yourself blessed that you remain, my friend.
- Akbar —

Their Worms
The sum of minds
Beats on the shores of time
But I stand alive to view the foam
Where does that put me?
I am coherant to the old master's thoughts,
Are they?
I can grab the twine of time
And reel in all that I wish,
Can they?
They are dust

Yet I live.
Like a rocket I will use all that I can
To carry the literary burden
further than any man.
New forms from their worms.

Death
1 cannot see death,
Therefore it cannot see me
It has yet to get me
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Therefore, I know not that it will
Others have died
yet they were not me
Inferior beings
Lesser lives.
Give me not your failings
Death is the great acceptance
To die is to accept death
I do not believe in death
It cannot harm me
I am Akbar
I am ensconced in beauty
Death is death, it is not beauty,
Therefore, I shall not taste death
Nor it me
Or I it
Or it I
We shall not meet.
What power can that which does not exist
Hold over that which does?
Where is this death?
You show it to me
You can't
You believe what you cannot see
You Weevil
You evil being
Drop your bags
Death is baggage
Life is like a potato or an egg
It can be smashed, hashed, fried
Poached, boiled, flipped, deviled
And coddled.
It is what you make it.
To die you must believe in death,
to eat the egg, you must believe
that it will allow itself to be eaten
and retreat reluctantly down your throat
eggs stick in Akbar's throat
Therefore, Akbar shall not die.
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A letter to Fanny Lodauia:
My Dear, how docs it feel to know that I, Akbar, think of you? It must be ex
hilarating but I am troubled. I am not pleased with my last poem My concentra
tion was off I know not why. These feelings are new to me. Is it because I have
accepted them? I feel disoriented. I feel weak. I have never been sick, I have never
accepted sickness. I have not been out of bed for weeks. The people grow worried-and only to you would I confess this — I too am worried-something has
grabbed me, it holds me, it pushes down my chest and locks my heart and steals
my breath. Fanny, I cannot move to come see you for our date. I fear it is near.
Perhaps you could stop by here, then? Say, J'ish?
P.S. Bring your swimsuit!
Akbar

The Little Boy
In five cantos
Canto 1
Son of a woodman carpenter.
In the thick green forest,
The little boy nods off.
His father, wet with a satisfied sweat,
works on, his marbled frame moving
cooperatively with the whirling blades all around him
In the corner the little boy stirs
His father sees this activity
And smiles.
What dreams of young bliss?
What wood-filled splendor?
What bells and chimes of young life,
Push the smile in the sleeping boy's face?
Suddenly as if possessed.
The boy rises
He quickly hurls himself into the spinning handsaw
Mangling and chopping his body into
a splintered pile.
His father stands amazed
and wipes the blood from his goggles.
Canto 2
Did the boy exist?
He doesn't now, did he ever?
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The sweat runs into the blood,
And both slide ofT in a marital puddle
There is no sadness,
The boy is gone
Perhaps he never was.
The noble enlightened woodcutter
Sees this and finishes the order
for the Danish Boarding School
Before telling his wife.
She should not cry.
Only a weak one would cry.
A blemish of life-a critic.
It is gone
We rest comfortable
I would not cry,
But I am no blemish.
Canto }
Would the sweat, seeing the blood,
not join in a mutual puddle?
No. It cannot help it
Nor can I help it.
We must fulfill our lot in life
Liquid is meant to flow
Men arc meant to see the truth
Some little boys are meant to be hacked by bandsaws
I am meant to understand it all
This is truth; this is Beauty.
Canto 4
The weak; they do not understand this
They cannot speak for the strong.
The weak, they are critics
The strong, they are few
But they are strong
I understand the strong
I am strong
Very strong »
Canto 5
So we see
We understand
We live, new in knowledge
Thanks to me.
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On May 27th, 1917, Akbar was shot with a single round of artillery fire in
the head. He died instantly.

Written in a Battlefield
(May 24, 1917)
Too many years
Too many battles
Lots of uselessness
1 will change this.
The sun will shine off
The sweat on my back
As I crush the skull
of oppression
And gain the throne to establish rule
This world will no longer be miserable
I will shape it up
Happy Day
Oh Happy Happy Day,
What a real Happy Day.
Blood of Ottomans will l>e justified
I am their hope
They are not stupid in this.
The dead that have never existed,
will wish they had
so they could thank me
for I am Akbar
I know it all
I am great
I can never die
See here the truth of poetry.
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Monet's Mistakes
i
The Lake
The girl
Trees, pines
Grass
Greenness
The parasol
Blue roof
The cloud
The white dress
Brightness
Reflection
The cigarette
She coughs
II
Grass
Trees (pine)
Blue blue sky
Lonely cloud
Hiilocky lawn
His back to us
Looking at
Water
Is he pissing
In the Lake?
Kirk Anderson
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The Runner
The door is all that stands between
the reeking mess and me.
The bitter yells and liquor smells
Perpetual T.V.
Yet Stand I Will! My legs are strong
and back is proud and tall.
Strip off the shift, breathe deep the air
the readiness is all.
Ducking under Autumn leaves
the fence posts by my side,
Twilight crickets rub their sleeves
to match my evening stride.
Like a Thoroughbred just escaped
on smell of coming storm:
Two rain drops from the anxious sky.
My sweat is fresh and warm.
Faster, Smoother, loose and strong
as free as free can be
My spit will smack that vivid past
that dares to come near me.
Crashing through deep fields at dusk
Where the hemlock meet;
A hard mud trail to follow till
I see no home or street.
The time is quick. The sun goes down
and takes her precious light
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With strong stretched arms, I'll lead the way
through the chilling night.
Yet when I stop, my world does too.
the home is now in sight.
Painful, yellow stains a lamp
against the peaceful night.
The door is all that stands between
the bitterness of me!
And reeking yells, the liquor smells
Perpetual T V.
The arms draw in once more in shame
Their clutch is firm and mean
Paralyzed I find the door
that never was between.
Emily Ward
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Rhetorical Analysis: Four Poems
Peter Stitt
Peter Stitt is author of the forthcoming The World's Hieroglyphic Beauty:
Essays and Interviews with Five Contemporary Poets. He writes regularly
for the Georgia Review and Poetry and teaches at the University of Houston.
He is the authorized biographer of James Wright.

A

POEM is, by its very nature, a creative field of action within which
anything can happen, depending not upon the whims of reality but the desires
of the author. It is important for a young writer to realize that the purpose one
should have in writing poetry is not to tell the Truth about Life—and especially
not the Truth about his Own Precious Life —but to construct an interesting
combination of words. The most basic building material for poetry is language,
not ideas. From the poems submitted to Hika for me to review, I have chosen
four that I wish to comment upon.
I begin with Kirk Anderson's two-part poem, "Monet's Mistakes." This is a
poem—essentially—of primary description, dominated by nouns and adjectives
which relate, apparently, to two paintings which we have never seen. The ac
tual paintings are, of course, quite irrelevant to the poem —the poet's aim is not
to recreate something that exists within reality, but to create a new reality.
This Kirk Anderson has done. Finally, given the static nature of both pans of
the poem, up until the last line in the first and the last two lines in the second,
the actions which take place at the very ends seem inappropriate, intrusive.
However, we must recognize that that is the intention; after all, these are not
Monet's triumphs, but his mistakes.
In "Nightingale," by Lisa Ann Mesaros, it is again the use of language which
is most striking, but in a different way from that in Anderson's poem.
Nightingale" is a poem of pure personal torture; the speaker's intense distress is
indicated most clearly in the verbs which carry the poem: "Spills," "crying,
"disordered," "burn," "Shrivels," "Bleeds," "piercing." In reading this poem I
wondered about the nightingales, thinking perhaps the action is set in England
since nightingales are not found in North America. I decided, however, that
this too must be intentional, that the speaker's distress is that much more in
tense because the object of affection may never have existed within reality at
all.
Emily Ward's poem, "The Runner," uses both language and syntax to create
a wonderfully bizarre narrative. This is a story of disillusionment and
humility —the speaker begins haughtily by asserting her superiority to nonrunning humankind ("The door is all that stands between / the reeking mess
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and me") and ends by recognizing the great sister/brotherhood that encom
passes us all ("Paralyzed I find the door / that never was between"). The
bizarre wonderfulness of the poem is achieved through the use of syntax and
language; here is a striking example: when one of the middle stanzas begins
with these lines-"Faster, Smoother, loose and strong / as free as free can
be"—we think that surely, the description has to apply to the runner
herself—but no!, for the sentence surprisingly concludes: "My spit will smack
that vivid past / that dares to come near me."
1 don't think any of these poems is quite finished (surely we must always
allow poets the process of revising their visions), but in the case of Samuel I ruitt's
poem this is most striking. After its brilliant first stanza, The Hawk: one"
seems to degenerate into mere narrative, the telling of too obvious a story, and
that's a shame. Were the entire poem up to the quality of its opening lines, this
would be some poem indeed. What is going on here is hard to describe-or
follow —in prose, so I ask you to pay careful attention to what 1 am about to
say, and ask you, too, to refer my observations back to the poem itself, to see
these things in context. It is the relationships between the words that are so in
teresting here —in some cases the glue is assonance; in other cases it is con
sonance; in still others it is out-and-out repetition of exactly the same words.
Notice the word "curls" in line one is echoed by "cruel" in line two; how line
three relies upon the r's of "sharper" and "remember," which are also echoed in
"recall"; the ow sound of "down" immediately reappears in "now," and later
returns again in "now," which is several times played against "how"; notice too
the many instances of "where" and "there" which interact with one another
over the next two lines; how four -ing words arc jammed together in "shifting, 1
am thinking, wondering / looking."1 here is a lot more of this sort of thing in
the stanza that could be commented upon —this is sophisticated writing indeed.
If you would rather worry about what these lines mean, I would have to ask
you, "why?" This is not prose, it is poetry; the field of action in poetry is not
meaning but language; why should we be so eager to bore ourselves all the
time? And take it from one who knows, dear readers: few things in this
glorious world of ours are so boring as the actual weeping or giggling soul ot a
self-absorbed writer of poetry.
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The Poet's Gesture
in an Articulate Wind
A Review of Lisel Mueller's
"January 1st"
Lawrence Friedberg

S I RANGE how every year, at the same time, with pretty much the same
people, perhaps even the same place, everything almost automatically
brightens. Old and new are brought together and honored. Stories, laughter,
and embraces arc exchanged freely. Enemies are forgiven, strangers kissed with
warmth; all woes and hardships arc cast out as hope and optimism take over.
All is bright and cheerful. And when the shiny champagne glasses emerge from
nowhere and arc distributed, everyone counts down from ten to one and then
glasses clash and, almost mechanically, everyone embraces and says "Happy
New Year!" before moving onto the next. No one ever thinks to question these
frozen moments.
Yet, can we forget? Can we forget, even for a day, that we live in a time of
turmoil? Can we neglect the unwelcome knowledge that within a matter of
months, days, minutes, the world as we know it could he transformed into an
enormous wasteland? Can we deny our own awareness of the gross mistreat
ment of human beings by other human beings or the unruly behavior of
humankind? These questions emerge in Lisel Mueller's splendid poem, "January
1st' (American Poetry Review, May/June, 198 J), which embodies the tension
between the hope we associate with the New Year and the Apocalyptic ending
we dread.
I he poem seems, at first reading, to be an external vision, a juxtaposition of
contrasting landscapes. There is a crow, resting atop a bare oak tree outside the
poet's room, a military scene, an underground prison cell, winter trees at
twilight, a sky of "handblown mauve and pearl," and finally, what seems to be a
dismal culmination of these landscapes into darkness. Yet beneath this surface
lies a poem more pointed than vague juxtaposition. The layer beneath reveals
the poet's interior vision of an unsettled "humanscapc" darkened with allusions
to the Apocalypse.
I he bare oak (line 2) embodies society: its roots sink deeply into the earth,
indicative of a long history; its lumber is used to construct the sturdy houses in
which society lives But this oak is bare, unflourishing. 1hus it is unable to pro-
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January 1st
Lisel Mueller
Outside the house a crow
has taken over the bare oak,
rises and falls at will
like a piece of soot from the chimney.
In another time zone
a colonel flaps his wings.
This first day of the year
is someone's ninety-first
in an underground prison cell
he cannot stand up in. At twilight
the winter trees reach out
with the graceless arms of the old,
or the not-yet-graceful
arms of young girls. What matters
is the gesture, the pure assertion
in the articulate wind.
It's not the trees I'm afraid for
but the sky behind them,
that handblown mauve and pearl
left from a gentler century.
As if you could shatter it
with any common rock
and walk right into darkness.
Reprinted by permission from Tbe Amman Poetry Review. May/June, 198}

vide shelter and is itself vulnerable. The crow, a symbol of the Apocalypse, a
non-rational dark force, has "taken over the bare oak," an action suggesting that
the forces of destruction have taken over society. The colonel, "in another time
zone." becomes a human manifestation of the irrational force as he "flaps his
wings" and makes real the imminent doom he has the power to motivate.
Having described the evil forces of destruction and oppression, the poet
describes the victims. We see a (political) prisoner wasting away in an
underground prison cell; winter trees reach out like the young girls who do not
know of mistreatment of human beings by other human beings, but reach out
instinctively and perhaps vainly for community. The gracelessness of each in-
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dicatcs a last, hurried, and desperate gesture. It is almost as if these members of
the world, those with the least amount of understanding and impact-dead
trees and young girls—are our only hope for escape from the on-going and the
final destruction. They are the pure assertions which matter in the poet's heart;
they defy the "articulate wind" of rhetoric with their pure, unpremeditated
gestures.
The poem, however, does not resolve itself happily. Darkness pervades from
beginning to end: growing from a crow which is like a piece of soot to the
darkness of an underground cell to a darkness which threatens the mauve and
pearl sky and our very existence. The darkness accompanies the atrocities of
mankind and represents the state to which our present course is condemning
us.
The language is exquisite in accenting the dark images. We hear the sounds
of woe, especially in the first few lines of the poem: "crow," "oak," and "zone."
The first line itself suggests pain in the sequence of "Outside" and "house " A
hissing sound, suggestive, perhaps, of a smoldering fire before it rages, fills the
entire poem. These ominous sounds penetrate our unconscious, intensifying
the sense of doom.
Quite curiously, we find relief at line I 7, which begins, "What matters / is
the gesture . . From this point onward, the hissing diminishes. Lines 19 and
20 seem even to take on a calm air in expounding on the sky (line 18)—"that
handblown mauve and pearl / left from a gentler century." The words arc love
ly and soothing. "Handblown," "mauve," and "pearl" suggest art glass; the fact
that this work of art is "left from" an earlier time suggests that part of the value
of our world is that it has been handed down to us, intact. Herein lies the poet's
focal point: the sky is behind the trees, as if society refuses to see it. The poet
does not fear the loss of the world so much as what lies beyond it: our future,
the hereafter. It becomes so fragile in the face of humankind's miserable condi
tion that, like glass, it could be shattered "with any common rock." The last
three lines of the poem form an unsettling sentence fragment which seems to
augment the fear of loss.
Our day places a tremendous burden on the poet who must contemplate the
catastrophic potentialities of nuclear arms, terrorism, and human injustices.
Such turbulent times demand guidance toward a more peaceful, flourishing ex
istence. The complexities are too vast for simple answers. I he poet can only
help us to think, so that we may one day find the answers to our questions, the
solutions to our problems. But more specifically, the poet, rather than crawl in
to a shell in order to reflect on his or her frozen moment, is called upon by
society to reflect on its problems with both insight and sensitivity. Lisel
Mueller does just that. The title "January 1st," alone, applies ironically to the
text and implies that while we celebrate and welcome the New Year as we have
always done, we must realize that injustices will not go away, tensions will not
subside, not even for a day. Although pessimistic, the poem is not without
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hope. Aside from encouraging us to ponder its content, it prescribes action, no
matter how small: "What matters / is the gesture, the pure assertion / in the ar
ticulate wind." Ms. Mueller's own pure assertion is performed with the keenest
of insight and the deepest sensitivity.
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Criticism of
A Love Poem by Robert Bly
Lisa Mueller
Black Tree Trunks*
1 stand at the window, as the snow falls
It swirls around, almost blocking out the trees.
The bark facing the storm goes entirely white.
What faces us looks darker than before.
Robert Bly

R

OBERT Bly is a poet of great capacity and maturity whose poem, "Black
Tree I runks," reads on a personal and mystical level which strikes the reader
with a quiet sadness. The reader of poetry is concerned with the language of
the poem as it affects him/herself and also the poetical realm A sense of the
world a poem might offer is of importance to the poet and his/her audience.
When reading poetry the voice of the poet is first heard and then either taken
up or discarded as the reader is able or not to establish a connection with the
author's voice and vision. If the poet (poem) is successful, then a mutual ex
perience between the reader and the voice of the art and the creator is had. In a
sense, the poem does not emit its full resonance until the reader is able to hear
the voice of the poem (poet). "Black Tree Trunks" by Robert Bly welcomes the
reader into this realm of intimacy between the poet and the reader The per
sona "I," whether poet or not, is simply looking out a window on a winter's
day, yet the language and the lines contain a weighty seriousness that pulls the
reader into the soft voice of the poem. "I" seems alone at the window, and the
view is not unusual until the final line upon which the whole poem turns is
reached. "I" becomes "us" and no longer is or was fully alone at the window.
1 his throws a profound intensity upon the vision and beckons a re-reading ol
the little love poem.
The poem is a moment of solitude possessing great significance for the per
sona. The loneliness of the stark images and the initial alonencss of the persona
cause us to question the condition of the relationship existing between us.
The tension and the barely audible pangs of sadness in the poem reflect the
condition. The mood of melancholy is felt in the sound of the lines. I he poem
captures or becomes the moment itself when this sentiment invades the nar-

* Reprinted, with permission, from Tbe Kenyon Review, Winter 1984
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rator's heart. The sadness is immediate and tangible. The "I" realizes their
separateness and isolation from each other. I imagine lovers risen from their
bed in the late morning of a bleary winter's day in the hills of northern Wiscon
sin or Minnesota. They may have just made love, and as he/she CO stares out
the window to the sound of the wind and his/her lover's quiet breathing, he
sees the black tree trunks outside their rented farmhouse. But he hears nothing
and only sees the snow and the black tree trunks. In the midst of the action of
looking out the window, he sees the disparity of their relationship. The mo
ment is of such intensity that to sense anything other than vision would be im
possible and possibly devastating. He feels as numb, isolated, and silent as the
landscape Bly writes of the moment of vision which changes the course of some
one's life. Such a moment is for this person brief, swift, and passionate. The
moment reminds me of a passage in Tbe Portrait of a Lady where Isabel Archer
experiences a sudden personal change, and the moment is captured in the prose
of Henry James as he writes:
Whether she felt grand or no, she at any rate felt different, felt as if something had
happened to her. Left to herself for the evening she sat a while under the lamp, her hands
empty, her usual avocations unheeded. Then she rose and moved about the room, and
from one room to another, preferring the places where the vague lamplight expired She
was restless and even agitated; at moments she trembled a little. The importance of what
had happened was out of proportion to its appearance; there had really been a change in
her life. What it would bring with it was as yet extremely indefinite;1
One of the virtues of the small poem is that Robert Bly is able to capture this
moment so compactly "Black Tree Trunks" articulates the author's respect for
the "pure clear word"1 that aptly offers a dignity to the moment.
The lover, "I," has a maturity that is apparent in the final line. The lover
knows that this moment, though natural and "out of proportion to its ap
pearance," is one of tremendous change that will lead inevitably to suffering
and sadness. The lover realizes the depth of his/her vision though at that
precise moment the pain of the vision numbs all other senses save sight. This
single moment of awareness, before any affirmation of the change between the
two occurs, is the poem's story Bly exquisitely creates a brief explosion of ex
treme importance in almost utter silence. The mature vision of the lover is due
to the mature experience of the poet and creator.
The language seems to imitate the moment, or at least is complementary to
the brief intensity of the moment. The tension is seen in the antagonism of the
language, as in "stand" and "fall"; "Black" and "white"; "I" and "us"; "almost";
"blocking"; "bark"; "storm"; "darker"; "facing" and "faces". There is a struggle be'Hcnry James Tbe Portrait of a LaJy, in Tbe Noveb and Tales of Henry James, Vol III. New York,
1922 pp 41.
'James Wright. "Many of Our Waters Variations on a Poem By a Black Child" in Collected Poems
Wesleyan University Press 1974 pp 208
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tween two lovers, within one person, or within the poet to articulate a mo
ment of serious explosive energy.
The poem is frozen in this moment. The snow scene is the projected numb
ness of the viewer (lover) who has reflected his/her truth of perception from
the sight of the black tree trunks. The truth is almost blocked out by the snow.
This seems to express the natural tendency to initially hide from the truth
which is painful. But the maturity of the narrator allows the truth to remain
apparent.
Bly uses the natural world to expose the self in its naked truth. Nature is the
uncluttered landscape where the poet is able to touch the self. The poem
reaches outward into nature to understand the internal nature of the poet and
the person. For Bly, like Thoreau, Nature is the teacher of Truth. This world
allows self-instruction through immersion into nature in solitude. The poem
establishes the poet's sense of art in nature, and the use of nature as a means to
reflect on the self and existence for an understanding of both. Nature is the per
sonal resource for his art. I can sense the strong bond between the poet and
nature by the language and the concern expressed in the poem. Nature is essen
tial to the vision of the narrator and poet.
The small love poem is beautiful in its purity of language and emotion. I he
poem seems to extend itself out of the mind of the poet and reach into a
natural, pure, mystical realm. The poet, himself, is involved in such an exten
sion of thought and movement into an area of the mind or body, whether it be
the soul, the heart, or the unconscious. The poem has a divine mystical quality
implied in the connection between the human world and the natural world
that Bly ascribes. He seems to reach inward and then turn outward in a struggle
to articulate a moment of intensity and great importance. The vagueness of the
word "What" in line 4 and the importance of this word upon which the entire
poem turns seems to indicate this struggle. The quiet beauty of the natural vi
sion contains a soft murmur of sadness in the sound of the lines. The long o
sounds run throughout the poem, and their effect is that of a low moaning
which also lengthens the pace of the line. The slow pace of the lines due to the
many vowels and monosyllables gives the poem weight and serious intensity
while adding further to the image of frozcnness and numbness as experienced
during a moment of pain.
The poem is pure yet passionate, controlled yet conflicting, and on all levels
beautiful. The energy of the poet, the poem, and the moment are carried from
opening to close. Initially only a visual image is created by the poem, but the
quiet sadness in the sound of the language builds when returning to the poem
each time and seems to carry the energy making it more immediate and
available. The poem breathes and becomes the moment itself.
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